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Primordial black holes
Zeldovich and Novikov 1967, Hawking1971, Hawking & Carr 1974, etc…

1. Bounds on their abundance. DM? 
2. Formation. How and when?

Adapted from NASA/WMAP Science Team
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<latexit sha1_base64="5VijDaOHya6PWlEDPeonQUXO34c=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgQktS6mNZdONGqGAf0MQwmUzaoZNMmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdpmoa0HLhzOuZd77/ETRqWyrG+jsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t75jl3bbkqcCkhTnjousjSRiNSUtRxUg3EQRFPiMdf3g18TsPREjK4zs1SogboX5MQ4qR0pJnlm3rPjs5rY+d4xvP4QFXnlmxqtYUcJHYOamAHE3P/HICjtOIxAozJGXPthLlZkgoihkZl5xUkgThIeqTnqYxioh0s+npY3iolQCGXOiKFZyqvycyFEk5inzdGSE1kPPeRPzP66UqvHAzGiepIjGeLQpTBhWHkxxgQAXBio00QVhQfSvEAyQQVjqtkg7Bnn95kbRrVfusWrutVxqXeRxFsA8OwBGwwTlogGvQBC2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDymT3wB8bnD5T7ku8=</latexit>

10�54 M�

<latexit sha1_base64="wI+ry647WNFG19dKReSaOzsCsYY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgQktSpHZZdONGqGAf0MQwmUzaoZNMmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdpmoa0HLhzOuZd77/ETRqWyrG+jsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7pnl/Y7kqcCkjTnjoucjSRiNSVtRxUgvEQRFPiNdf3Q19bsPREjK4zs1TogboUFMQ4qR0pJnlm3rPjurNybO6Y3n8IArz6xYVWsGuEzsnFRAjpZnfjkBx2lEYoUZkrJvW4lyMyQUxYxMSk4qSYLwCA1IX9MYRUS62ez0CTzWSgBDLnTFCs7U3xMZiqQcR77ujJAaykVvKv7n9VMVNtyMxkmqSIzni8KUQcXhNAcYUEGwYmNNEBZU3wrxEAmElU6rpEOwF19eJp1a1a5Xa7fnleZlHkcRHIIjcAJscAGa4Bq0QBtg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji3Fox85gD8gfH5A5zCkvQ=</latexit>

10�68 M�

<latexit sha1_base64="Wtspfyyo9kg9MNcYmx28R7cqFac=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFcaEmK+NgV3bgRKtgHNDFMJtN26GQmzEyUEvspblwo4tYvceffOG2z0NYDFw7n3Mu994QJo0o7zre1sLi0vLJaWCuub2xubdulnaYSqcSkgQUTsh0iRRjlpKGpZqSdSILikJFWOLga+60HIhUV/E4PE+LHqMdpl2KkjRTYJde5z44vnJF3dBN4IhI6sMtOxZkAzhM3J2WQox7YX14kcBoTrjFDSnVcJ9F+hqSmmJFR0UsVSRAeoB7pGMpRTJSfTU4fwQOjRLArpCmu4UT9PZGhWKlhHJrOGOm+mvXG4n9eJ9Xdcz+jPEk14Xi6qJsyqAUc5wAjKgnWbGgIwpKaWyHuI4mwNmkVTQju7MvzpFmtuKeV6u1JuXaZx1EAe2AfHAIXnIEauAZ10AAYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatC1Y+swv+wPr8AZT/ku8=</latexit>

10�90 M�

1 keV

1 meV

WDM

<latexit sha1_base64="LjEUOy0zKr0x7HNHRN72FU5Z5u8=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNoEcJdFLURgjY2QgSTCLkz7G02yZK922N3TgxHfoKNf8XGQhFbSzv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeX4kuAbb/rYyc/MLi0vZ5dzK6tr6Rn5zq65lrCirUSmkuvWJZoKHrAYcBLuNFCOBL1jD71+M/MY9U5rL8AYGEfMC0g15h1MCRmrl9x23eNVyZVsCPsNlF3jANHbsu+TQHrpFF9gDJP3usJUv2CV7DDxLnJQUUIpqK//ltiWNAxYCFUTrpmNH4CVEAaeCDXNurFlEaJ90WdPQkJi9XjJ+aIj3jNLGHalMhYDH6u+JhARaDwLfdAYEenraG4n/ec0YOqdewsMoBhbSyaJOLDBIPEoHt7liFMTAEEIVN7di2iOKUDAZ5kwIzvTLs6ReLjnHpfL1UaFynsaRRTtoFx0gB52gCrpEVVRDFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4mrRkrndlGf2B9/gBJrJuJ</latexit>

1M� = 2⇥ 1030 kg

<latexit sha1_base64="bjoNmlcZAczBbeUSJZfRfcedt+8=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg4SkFPVY9OJFqGA/oAlls9m0SzfZsDsRSujf8OJBEa/+GW/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JUcA2O822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUUfLTFHWplJI1QuIZoInrA0cBOulipE4EKwbjG9nfveJKc1l8giTlPkxGSY84pSAkTzXbngX9wNPhhIG1ZpjO3PgVeIWpIYKtAbVLy+UNItZAlQQrfuuk4KfEwWcCjateJlmKaFjMmR9QxMSM+3n85un+MwoIY6kMpUAnqu/J3ISaz2JA9MZExjpZW8m/uf1M4iu/ZwnaQYsoYtFUSYwSDwLAIdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYmComBHf55VXSqdvupV1/aNSaN0UcZXSCTtE5ctEVaqI71EJtRFGKntErerMy68V6tz4WrSWrmDlGf2B9/gCvlpDS</latexit>

1.4M�
<latexit sha1_base64="e65rV7J6GrZWiVR03rO9AZwOz7A=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBVUmKqMtiNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3boZBJmbsQSCm78FTcuFHHrT7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+6duff4ieAaHOfbKqysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3v2/kFLx6mirEljEauOTzQTXLImcBCskyhGIl+wtj+qT/32PVOax/IOxgnzIjKQPOSUgJH69lEP2ANk9SGRgTLvjIZEYcEjDpO+XXYqzgx4mbg5KaMcjb791QtimkZMAhVE667rJOBlRAGngk1KvVSzhNARGbCuoZJETHvZ7IYJPjVKgMNYmZKAZ+rviYxEWo8j33RGBIZ60ZuK/3ndFMIrL+MySYFJOv8oTAWGGE8DwQFXjIIYG0Ko4mZXTE0IhIKJrWRCcBdPXiatasW9qFRvz8u16zyOIjpGJ+gMuegS1dANaqAmougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/Uxby1Y+cwh+gPr8wfB05g9</latexit>

Chandrasekhar limit

<latexit sha1_base64="imcdADbzJt38SHXFiBbxmgpotOA=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdSVuBovgxpIUn7uiGzdCBfuAtobJdNIOnWTCzI1QQnHjr7hxoYhbv8Kdf+OkzUJbD1w4nHMv997jRYJrsO1va25+YXFpObeSX11b39gsbG3XtYwVZTUqhVRNj2gmeMhqwEGwZqQYCTzBGt7gKvUbD0xpLsM7GEasE5BeyH1OCRjJLeyetIEHTGPHvk+OnIsRvnHbsish7xaKdskeA88SJyNFlKHqFr7aXUnjgIVABdG65dgRdBKigFPBRvl2rFlE6ID0WMvQkJi1nWT8wggfGKWLfalMhYDH6u+JhARaDwPPdAYE+nraS8X/vFYM/nkn4WEUAwvpZJEfCwwSp3ngLleMghgaQqji5lZM+0QRCia1NARn+uVZUi+XnNNS+fa4WLnM4sihPbSPDpGDzlAFXaMqqiGKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH5PWOSub2UF/YH3+ALMolbU=</latexit>

5⇥ 10�19M�
<latexit sha1_base64="quemhjnujwSP8XpXE3KEdT2bau0=">AAACEXicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2ut6ilzWIQUkjYDaKWQRvLCOYC2RBmJyfJkNmLM2eDYckr2PgqNhaK2NrZ+TZONlto4g8DP985hzPn9yLBFdr2t5FbWV1b38hvmlvbO7t7hf2DhgpjyaDOQhHKlkcVCB5AHTkKaEUSqO8JaHqj61m9OQapeBjc4SSCjk8HAe9zRlGjbqHkIjxgAmMahTJlU9c151Bwn+PUvY9pzz3tFop22U5lLRsnM0WSqdYtfLm9kMU+BMgEVart2BF2EiqRMwFT040VRJSN6ADa2gbUB9VJ0oum1okmPasfSv0CtFL6eyKhvlIT39OdPsWhWqzN4H+1doz9y07CgyhGCNh8UT8WFobWLB6rxyUwFBNtKJNc/9ViQyopQx2iqUNwFk9eNo1K2TkvV27PitWrLI48OSLHpEQcckGq5IbUSJ0w8kieySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji35oxs5pD8kfH5A0htnow=</latexit>

evaporation

limit



PBHs

10�16M�
<latexit sha1_base64="rl/lEinJp2//eY7DJ700XC1RzC0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgxpJUUZdFN26ECvYBbQyTybQdOpkJMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPUHMqNKO820VlpZXVteK66WNza3tHbu821IikZg0sWBCdgKkCKOcNDXVjHRiSVAUMNIORleZ334gUlHB7/Q4Jl6EBpz2KUbaSL5ddp379Ng9m8AbvydCoUu+XXGqzhRwkbg5qYAcDd/+6oUCJxHhGjOkVNd1Yu2lSGqKGZmUeokiMcIjNCBdQzmKiPLS6ekTeGiUEPaFNMU1nKq/J1IUKTWOAtMZIT1U814m/ud1E92/8FLK40QTjmeL+gmDWsAsBxhSSbBmY0MQltTcCvEQSYS1SSsLwZ1/eZG0alX3pFq7Pa3UL/M4imAfHIAj4IJzUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TN74A+szx8CEZKM</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tkWPkn7r62ucyBJb0uXAnPXMjrs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdusmG3YlQSn+EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWkZlmvEmU1LpTkANlyLhTRQoeSfVnMaB5O1gdDvz209cG6GSRxyn3I/pIBGRYBSt1L7v91SosF+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qhYplMU+QSWpM13NT9CdUo2CST0u9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258Sfzc6fkzCohiZS2lSCZq78nJjQ2ZhwHtjOmODTL3kz8z+tmGF37E5GkGfKELRZFmSSoyOx3EgrNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0mrVvUuq7WHi0r9Jo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQGI3iGV3hzUufFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AP/mPhQ==</latexit>

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="CPpE9kb2AA2nRwJqUVfLcpeW7xE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUE6lJNOseSW3RnwMvEyUkIZap3il9+NaCKZAiqIMW3PjSFIiQZOBZsU/MSwmNAh6bO2pYpIZoJ0dvQEn1ili3uRtqUAz9TfEymRxoxlaDslgYFZ9Kbif147gd51kHIVJ8AUnS/qJQJDhKcJ4C7XjIIYW0Ko5vZWTAdEEwo2p4INwVt8eZk0KmXvsly5vyhVb7I48ugIHaNT5KErVEV3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zszcl6cd+dj3ppzsplD9AfO5w9MBJHP</latexit>

3 km

<latexit sha1_base64="ph3/s2gcu9IA9zYQzDguWymwxyM=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSBFEvQtGDXoQKthXaGDbbTbt088HuRighF/+KFw+KePVnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ5yecSWVZ30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd3WjJOBaFNEvNY3PtYUs4i2lRMcXqfCIpDn9O2P7wc++1HKiSLozs1Sqgb4n7EAkaw0pJn7glPonPUDQQmmYOu0E2ekQcn98yqVbMmQPPELkgVCjQ886vbi0ka0kgRjqXs2Fai3AwLxQineaWbSppgMsR92tE0wiGVbjZ5IEeHWumhIBa6IoUm6u+JDIdSjkJfd4ZYDeSsNxb/8zqpCs7cjEVJqmhEpouClCMVo3EaqMcEJYqPNMFEMH0rIgOss1A6s4oOwZ59eZ60nJp9UnNuj6v1iyKOMuzDARyBDadQh2toQBMI5PAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGcXMLvyB8fkDvbqVOg==</latexit>

rs =
2GM

c2
<latexit sha1_base64="XMSt1SZnDxE0LrOgW1YcAKpzgPg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8SNktoh6LXrwIFewHdJeSzWbb0GyyJrOFUvo7vHhQxKs/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAV3IDrfjsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsGlUpilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqpZiQJBWuFg9up3xoybbiSjzBKWZCQnuQxpwSsFHiu65/j+66vIgXdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulLz9SNEuYBCqIMR3PTSEYEw2cCjYp+plhKaED0mMdSyVJmAnGs6Mn+NQqEY6VtiUBz9TfE2OSGDNKQtuZEOibRW8q/ud1MoivgzGXaQZM0vmiOBMYFJ4mgCOuGQUxsoRQze2tmPaJJhRsTkUbgrf48jJpViveZaX6cFGu3eRxFNAxOkFnyENXqIbuUB01EEVP6Bm9ojdn6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO0B84nz8EAJD6</latexit>

100M�
<latexit sha1_base64="1Dn210si2LQwuRhqT3Bf6RFlEGw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHqQkVdRj0YvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxOxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+A431ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tkt23v7LR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6Gbqtx+Y0jyW9zBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LPLZ47jnWIP2CNko2jSsytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9Gzv7x+TNOISaCCaN11nQT8jCjgVLBJyUs1SwgdkQHrGipJxLSfzQ6f4GOj9HEYK1MS8Ez9PZGRSOtxFJjOiMBQL3pT8T+vm0J45WdcJikwSeeLwlRgiPE0BdznilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBZFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qXlRrd+eV+nUeRxEdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1GUomf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0FK585QH9gff4ApFiSdA==</latexit>

300 km

<latexit sha1_base64="gxCR+Jp8bRkUEF3B3BUeule8NBM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BL16EBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDvzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/3iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WK/WLUvUmiyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP6dXjNg=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="CZkmsq/GwwjqrYNTHURU4aDE3n4=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFcaEmKqMuiGzdCBfuAJobJZNIOncyEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69J0wZVdpxvq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn196rtJXIJCYtLJiQ3RApwignLU01I91UEpSEjHTC4fXY7zwSqajg93qUEj9BfU5jipE2UmBXXOchP3XrhXcCbwNPREIHdtWpORPAReLOSBXM0AzsLy8SOEsI15ghpXquk2o/R1JTzEhR9jJFUoSHqE96hnKUEOXnk9sLeGSUCMZCmuIaTtTfEzlKlBoloelMkB6oeW8s/uf1Mh1f+jnlaaYJx9NFccagFnAcBIyoJFizkSEIS2puhXiAJMLaxFU2IbjzLy+Sdr3mntfqd2fVxtUsjhI4AIfgGLjgAjTADWiCFsDgCTyDV/BmFdaL9W59TFuXrNnMPvgD6/MH5PWTEw==</latexit>

10�12 M�

<latexit sha1_base64="UiSVz+sH+Ta8sG7RqljfbTG5dw0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPgQcJMEPUY9OIxglkgM4SeTk/SpLtn6K4R4xD8FS8eFPHqf3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqemEiuAHX/XZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r2HiVFNWp7GIdSskhgmuWB04CNZKNCMyFKwZDq7HfvOeacNjdQfDhAWS9BSPOCVgpU7xwDdcYrfs+afYB/YAmZKjTrHklt0J8CLxZqSEZqh1il9+N6apZAqoIMa0PTeBICMaOBVsVPBTwxJCB6TH2pYqIpkJssn1I3xslS6OYm1LAZ6ovycyIo0ZytB2SgJ9M++Nxf+8dgrRZZBxlaTAFJ0uilKBIcbjKHCXa0ZBDC0hVHN7K6Z9ogkFG1jBhuDNv7xIGpWyd16u3J6VqlezOPLoEB2hE+ShC1RFN6iG6oiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox7Q158xm9tEfOJ8/KbSUag==</latexit>⇠ 0.1 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="uNbByqKY2ix2bDfJgOFx5XHoS+U=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1JJmIzGxUHKHRC2JNpaYyEfCnWRvWWDD3t5ld85ILhQ2/hUbC42x9UfY+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnR4JrsO1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/caOowVZXUailC1fKKZ4JLVgYNgrUgxEviCNf3h1cRv3jOleShvYRQxLyB9yXucEjBSJ184dYEHTGPHvktOKmP3GLvAHiCRwbiTL9olewq8SJyUFFGKWif/5XZDGgdMAhVE67ZjR+AlRAGngo1zbqxZROiQ9FnbUEnMYi+ZPjHGh0bp4l6oTEnAU/X3REICrUeBbzoDAgM9703E/7x2DL0LL+EyioFJOlvUiwWGEE8SwV2uGAUxMoRQxc2tmA6IIhRMbjkTgjP/8iJplEvOWal8UylWL9M4sqiADtARctA5qqJrVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1pqx0pl99AfW5w9QcJdF</latexit>

3⇥ 10�4 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="l+haAfAE/9gQ/IEd7gQFo0yOvGg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUGq5KRTLLlldwa8TLyMlFCGWqf45XcjmkimgApiTNtzYwhSooFTwSYFPzEsJnRI+qxtqSKSmSCdHT3BJ1bp4l6kbSnAM/X3REqkMWMZ2k5JYGAWvan4n9dOoHcdpFzFCTBF54t6icAQ4WkCuMs1oyDGlhCqub0V0wHRhILNqWBD8BZfXiaNStm7LFfuL0rVmyyOPDpCx+gUeegKVdEdqqE6ougRPaNX9OaMnBfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/YHz+QNQlpHS</latexit>

3 nm



PBHs

10�16M�
<latexit sha1_base64="rl/lEinJp2//eY7DJ700XC1RzC0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgxpJUUZdFN26ECvYBbQyTybQdOpkJMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPUHMqNKO820VlpZXVteK66WNza3tHbu821IikZg0sWBCdgKkCKOcNDXVjHRiSVAUMNIORleZ334gUlHB7/Q4Jl6EBpz2KUbaSL5ddp379Ng9m8AbvydCoUu+XXGqzhRwkbg5qYAcDd/+6oUCJxHhGjOkVNd1Yu2lSGqKGZmUeokiMcIjNCBdQzmKiPLS6ekTeGiUEPaFNMU1nKq/J1IUKTWOAtMZIT1U814m/ud1E92/8FLK40QTjmeL+gmDWsAsBxhSSbBmY0MQltTcCvEQSYS1SSsLwZ1/eZG0alX3pFq7Pa3UL/M4imAfHIAj4IJzUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TN74A+szx8CEZKM</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tkWPkn7r62ucyBJb0uXAnPXMjrs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdusmG3YlQSn+EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWkZlmvEmU1LpTkANlyLhTRQoeSfVnMaB5O1gdDvz209cG6GSRxyn3I/pIBGRYBSt1L7v91SosF+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qhYplMU+QSWpM13NT9CdUo2CST0u9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258Sfzc6fkzCohiZS2lSCZq78nJjQ2ZhwHtjOmODTL3kz8z+tmGF37E5GkGfKELRZFmSSoyOx3EgrNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0mrVvUuq7WHi0r9Jo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQGI3iGV3hzUufFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AP/mPhQ==</latexit>

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="CPpE9kb2AA2nRwJqUVfLcpeW7xE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUE6lJNOseSW3RnwMvEyUkIZap3il9+NaCKZAiqIMW3PjSFIiQZOBZsU/MSwmNAh6bO2pYpIZoJ0dvQEn1ili3uRtqUAz9TfEymRxoxlaDslgYFZ9Kbif147gd51kHIVJ8AUnS/qJQJDhKcJ4C7XjIIYW0Ko5vZWTAdEEwo2p4INwVt8eZk0KmXvsly5vyhVb7I48ugIHaNT5KErVEV3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zszcl6cd+dj3ppzsplD9AfO5w9MBJHP</latexit>

3 km

<latexit sha1_base64="ph3/s2gcu9IA9zYQzDguWymwxyM=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSBFEvQtGDXoQKthXaGDbbTbt088HuRighF/+KFw+KePVnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ5yecSWVZ30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd3WjJOBaFNEvNY3PtYUs4i2lRMcXqfCIpDn9O2P7wc++1HKiSLozs1Sqgb4n7EAkaw0pJn7glPonPUDQQmmYOu0E2ekQcn98yqVbMmQPPELkgVCjQ886vbi0ka0kgRjqXs2Fai3AwLxQineaWbSppgMsR92tE0wiGVbjZ5IEeHWumhIBa6IoUm6u+JDIdSjkJfd4ZYDeSsNxb/8zqpCs7cjEVJqmhEpouClCMVo3EaqMcEJYqPNMFEMH0rIgOss1A6s4oOwZ59eZ60nJp9UnNuj6v1iyKOMuzDARyBDadQh2toQBMI5PAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGcXMLvyB8fkDvbqVOg==</latexit>

rs =
2GM

c2
<latexit sha1_base64="XMSt1SZnDxE0LrOgW1YcAKpzgPg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8SNktoh6LXrwIFewHdJeSzWbb0GyyJrOFUvo7vHhQxKs/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAV3IDrfjsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsGlUpilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqpZiQJBWuFg9up3xoybbiSjzBKWZCQnuQxpwSsFHiu65/j+66vIgXdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulLz9SNEuYBCqIMR3PTSEYEw2cCjYp+plhKaED0mMdSyVJmAnGs6Mn+NQqEY6VtiUBz9TfE2OSGDNKQtuZEOibRW8q/ud1MoivgzGXaQZM0vmiOBMYFJ4mgCOuGQUxsoRQze2tmPaJJhRsTkUbgrf48jJpViveZaX6cFGu3eRxFNAxOkFnyENXqIbuUB01EEVP6Bm9ojdn6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO0B84nz8EAJD6</latexit>

100M�
<latexit sha1_base64="1Dn210si2LQwuRhqT3Bf6RFlEGw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHqQkVdRj0YvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxOxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+A431ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tkt23v7LR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6Gbqtx+Y0jyW9zBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LPLZ47jnWIP2CNko2jSsytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9Gzv7x+TNOISaCCaN11nQT8jCjgVLBJyUs1SwgdkQHrGipJxLSfzQ6f4GOj9HEYK1MS8Ez9PZGRSOtxFJjOiMBQL3pT8T+vm0J45WdcJikwSeeLwlRgiPE0BdznilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBZFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qXlRrd+eV+nUeRxEdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1GUomf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0FK585QH9gff4ApFiSdA==</latexit>

300 km

<latexit sha1_base64="gxCR+Jp8bRkUEF3B3BUeule8NBM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BL16EBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDvzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/3iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WK/WLUvUmiyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP6dXjNg=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="CZkmsq/GwwjqrYNTHURU4aDE3n4=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFcaEmKqMuiGzdCBfuAJobJZNIOncyEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69J0wZVdpxvq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn196rtJXIJCYtLJiQ3RApwignLU01I91UEpSEjHTC4fXY7zwSqajg93qUEj9BfU5jipE2UmBXXOchP3XrhXcCbwNPREIHdtWpORPAReLOSBXM0AzsLy8SOEsI15ghpXquk2o/R1JTzEhR9jJFUoSHqE96hnKUEOXnk9sLeGSUCMZCmuIaTtTfEzlKlBoloelMkB6oeW8s/uf1Mh1f+jnlaaYJx9NFccagFnAcBIyoJFizkSEIS2puhXiAJMLaxFU2IbjzLy+Sdr3mntfqd2fVxtUsjhI4AIfgGLjgAjTADWiCFsDgCTyDV/BmFdaL9W59TFuXrNnMPvgD6/MH5PWTEw==</latexit>

10�12 M�

Courtesy 
Caltech/MIT/LIGO Laboratory

binary BH mergers

<latexit sha1_base64="uFtvGUC8mtK3ao/w1+YU+OjyUEc=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5SkiHoseumxgv2AJpTNdtMu3WzC7kRsQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Ccb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z8o2YdHLR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6G7mtx+Z0jyWDzBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LNLruN4F9gD9gRZfTLt2WWn4syBV4mbkzLK0ejZX14/pmnEJFBBtO66TgJ+RhRwKti06KWaJYSOyIB1DZUkYtrP5odP8ZlR+jiMlSkJeK7+nshIpPU4CkxnRGCol72Z+J/XTSG88TMukxSYpItFYSowxHiWAu5zxSiIsSGEKm5uxXRIFKFgsiqaENzll1dJq1pxryrV+8ty7TaPo4BO0Ck6Ry66RjVURw3URBSl6Bm9ojdrYr1Y79bHonXNymeO0R9Ynz9/o5Jc</latexit>

100Hz

<latexit sha1_base64="UiSVz+sH+Ta8sG7RqljfbTG5dw0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPgQcJMEPUY9OIxglkgM4SeTk/SpLtn6K4R4xD8FS8eFPHqf3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqemEiuAHX/XZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r2HiVFNWp7GIdSskhgmuWB04CNZKNCMyFKwZDq7HfvOeacNjdQfDhAWS9BSPOCVgpU7xwDdcYrfs+afYB/YAmZKjTrHklt0J8CLxZqSEZqh1il9+N6apZAqoIMa0PTeBICMaOBVsVPBTwxJCB6TH2pYqIpkJssn1I3xslS6OYm1LAZ6ovycyIo0ZytB2SgJ9M++Nxf+8dgrRZZBxlaTAFJ0uilKBIcbjKHCXa0ZBDC0hVHN7K6Z9ogkFG1jBhuDNv7xIGpWyd16u3J6VqlezOPLoEB2hE+ShC1RFN6iG6oiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox7Q158xm9tEfOJ8/KbSUag==</latexit>⇠ 0.1 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="l+haAfAE/9gQ/IEd7gQFo0yOvGg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUGq5KRTLLlldwa8TLyMlFCGWqf45XcjmkimgApiTNtzYwhSooFTwSYFPzEsJnRI+qxtqSKSmSCdHT3BJ1bp4l6kbSnAM/X3REqkMWMZ2k5JYGAWvan4n9dOoHcdpFzFCTBF54t6icAQ4WkCuMs1oyDGlhCqub0V0wHRhILNqWBD8BZfXiaNStm7LFfuL0rVmyyOPDpCx+gUeegKVdEdqqE6ougRPaNX9OaMnBfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/YHz+QNQlpHS</latexit>

3 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="uNbByqKY2ix2bDfJgOFx5XHoS+U=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1JJmIzGxUHKHRC2JNpaYyEfCnWRvWWDD3t5ld85ILhQ2/hUbC42x9UfY+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnR4JrsO1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/caOowVZXUailC1fKKZ4JLVgYNgrUgxEviCNf3h1cRv3jOleShvYRQxLyB9yXucEjBSJ184dYEHTGPHvktOKmP3GLvAHiCRwbiTL9olewq8SJyUFFGKWif/5XZDGgdMAhVE67ZjR+AlRAGngo1zbqxZROiQ9FnbUEnMYi+ZPjHGh0bp4l6oTEnAU/X3REICrUeBbzoDAgM9703E/7x2DL0LL+EyioFJOlvUiwWGEE8SwV2uGAUxMoRQxc2tmA6IIhRMbjkTgjP/8iJplEvOWal8UylWL9M4sqiADtARctA5qqJrVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1pqx0pl99AfW5w9QcJdF</latexit>

3⇥ 10�4 nm



PBHs

10�16M�
<latexit sha1_base64="rl/lEinJp2//eY7DJ700XC1RzC0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgxpJUUZdFN26ECvYBbQyTybQdOpkJMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPUHMqNKO820VlpZXVteK66WNza3tHbu821IikZg0sWBCdgKkCKOcNDXVjHRiSVAUMNIORleZ334gUlHB7/Q4Jl6EBpz2KUbaSL5ddp379Ng9m8AbvydCoUu+XXGqzhRwkbg5qYAcDd/+6oUCJxHhGjOkVNd1Yu2lSGqKGZmUeokiMcIjNCBdQzmKiPLS6ekTeGiUEPaFNMU1nKq/J1IUKTWOAtMZIT1U814m/ud1E92/8FLK40QTjmeL+gmDWsAsBxhSSbBmY0MQltTcCvEQSYS1SSsLwZ1/eZG0alX3pFq7Pa3UL/M4imAfHIAj4IJzUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TN74A+szx8CEZKM</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tkWPkn7r62ucyBJb0uXAnPXMjrs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdusmG3YlQSn+EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWkZlmvEmU1LpTkANlyLhTRQoeSfVnMaB5O1gdDvz209cG6GSRxyn3I/pIBGRYBSt1L7v91SosF+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qhYplMU+QSWpM13NT9CdUo2CST0u9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258Sfzc6fkzCohiZS2lSCZq78nJjQ2ZhwHtjOmODTL3kz8z+tmGF37E5GkGfKELRZFmSSoyOx3EgrNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0mrVvUuq7WHi0r9Jo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQGI3iGV3hzUufFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AP/mPhQ==</latexit>

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="CPpE9kb2AA2nRwJqUVfLcpeW7xE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUE6lJNOseSW3RnwMvEyUkIZap3il9+NaCKZAiqIMW3PjSFIiQZOBZsU/MSwmNAh6bO2pYpIZoJ0dvQEn1ili3uRtqUAz9TfEymRxoxlaDslgYFZ9Kbif147gd51kHIVJ8AUnS/qJQJDhKcJ4C7XjIIYW0Ko5vZWTAdEEwo2p4INwVt8eZk0KmXvsly5vyhVb7I48ugIHaNT5KErVEV3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zszcl6cd+dj3ppzsplD9AfO5w9MBJHP</latexit>

3 km

<latexit sha1_base64="ph3/s2gcu9IA9zYQzDguWymwxyM=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSBFEvQtGDXoQKthXaGDbbTbt088HuRighF/+KFw+KePVnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ5yecSWVZ30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd3WjJOBaFNEvNY3PtYUs4i2lRMcXqfCIpDn9O2P7wc++1HKiSLozs1Sqgb4n7EAkaw0pJn7glPonPUDQQmmYOu0E2ekQcn98yqVbMmQPPELkgVCjQ886vbi0ka0kgRjqXs2Fai3AwLxQineaWbSppgMsR92tE0wiGVbjZ5IEeHWumhIBa6IoUm6u+JDIdSjkJfd4ZYDeSsNxb/8zqpCs7cjEVJqmhEpouClCMVo3EaqMcEJYqPNMFEMH0rIgOss1A6s4oOwZ59eZ60nJp9UnNuj6v1iyKOMuzDARyBDadQh2toQBMI5PAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGcXMLvyB8fkDvbqVOg==</latexit>

rs =
2GM

c2
<latexit sha1_base64="XMSt1SZnDxE0LrOgW1YcAKpzgPg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8SNktoh6LXrwIFewHdJeSzWbb0GyyJrOFUvo7vHhQxKs/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAV3IDrfjsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsGlUpilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqpZiQJBWuFg9up3xoybbiSjzBKWZCQnuQxpwSsFHiu65/j+66vIgXdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulLz9SNEuYBCqIMR3PTSEYEw2cCjYp+plhKaED0mMdSyVJmAnGs6Mn+NQqEY6VtiUBz9TfE2OSGDNKQtuZEOibRW8q/ud1MoivgzGXaQZM0vmiOBMYFJ4mgCOuGQUxsoRQze2tmPaJJhRsTkUbgrf48jJpViveZaX6cFGu3eRxFNAxOkFnyENXqIbuUB01EEVP6Bm9ojdn6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO0B84nz8EAJD6</latexit>

100M�
<latexit sha1_base64="1Dn210si2LQwuRhqT3Bf6RFlEGw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHqQkVdRj0YvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxOxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+A431ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tkt23v7LR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6Gbqtx+Y0jyW9zBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LPLZ47jnWIP2CNko2jSsytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9Gzv7x+TNOISaCCaN11nQT8jCjgVLBJyUs1SwgdkQHrGipJxLSfzQ6f4GOj9HEYK1MS8Ez9PZGRSOtxFJjOiMBQL3pT8T+vm0J45WdcJikwSeeLwlRgiPE0BdznilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBZFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qXlRrd+eV+nUeRxEdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1GUomf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0FK585QH9gff4ApFiSdA==</latexit>

300 km

<latexit sha1_base64="gxCR+Jp8bRkUEF3B3BUeule8NBM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BL16EBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDvzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/3iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WK/WLUvUmiyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP6dXjNg=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="CZkmsq/GwwjqrYNTHURU4aDE3n4=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFcaEmKqMuiGzdCBfuAJobJZNIOncyEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69J0wZVdpxvq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn196rtJXIJCYtLJiQ3RApwignLU01I91UEpSEjHTC4fXY7zwSqajg93qUEj9BfU5jipE2UmBXXOchP3XrhXcCbwNPREIHdtWpORPAReLOSBXM0AzsLy8SOEsI15ghpXquk2o/R1JTzEhR9jJFUoSHqE96hnKUEOXnk9sLeGSUCMZCmuIaTtTfEzlKlBoloelMkB6oeW8s/uf1Mh1f+jnlaaYJx9NFccagFnAcBIyoJFizkSEIS2puhXiAJMLaxFU2IbjzLy+Sdr3mntfqd2fVxtUsjhI4AIfgGLjgAjTADWiCFsDgCTyDV/BmFdaL9W59TFuXrNnMPvgD6/MH5PWTEw==</latexit>

10�12 M�
<latexit sha1_base64="ZRfkIX7JiyChM8tzc2EfU2Cp4yk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh17WL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnpV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxZZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpySDcFbfnmVtGpV77Jau7+o1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB53OjWw=</latexit>

{100% DM

asteroid 
mass 

window

Courtesy 
Caltech/MIT/LIGO Laboratory

binary BH mergers

<latexit sha1_base64="uFtvGUC8mtK3ao/w1+YU+OjyUEc=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5SkiHoseumxgv2AJpTNdtMu3WzC7kRsQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Ccb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z8o2YdHLR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6G7mtx+Z0jyWDzBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LNLruN4F9gD9gRZfTLt2WWn4syBV4mbkzLK0ejZX14/pmnEJFBBtO66TgJ+RhRwKti06KWaJYSOyIB1DZUkYtrP5odP8ZlR+jiMlSkJeK7+nshIpPU4CkxnRGCol72Z+J/XTSG88TMukxSYpItFYSowxHiWAu5zxSiIsSGEKm5uxXRIFKFgsiqaENzll1dJq1pxryrV+8ty7TaPo4BO0Ck6Ry66RjVURw3URBSl6Bm9ojdrYr1Y79bHonXNymeO0R9Ynz9/o5Jc</latexit>

100Hz

<latexit sha1_base64="UiSVz+sH+Ta8sG7RqljfbTG5dw0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPgQcJMEPUY9OIxglkgM4SeTk/SpLtn6K4R4xD8FS8eFPHqf3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqemEiuAHX/XZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r2HiVFNWp7GIdSskhgmuWB04CNZKNCMyFKwZDq7HfvOeacNjdQfDhAWS9BSPOCVgpU7xwDdcYrfs+afYB/YAmZKjTrHklt0J8CLxZqSEZqh1il9+N6apZAqoIMa0PTeBICMaOBVsVPBTwxJCB6TH2pYqIpkJssn1I3xslS6OYm1LAZ6ovycyIo0ZytB2SgJ9M++Nxf+8dgrRZZBxlaTAFJ0uilKBIcbjKHCXa0ZBDC0hVHN7K6Z9ogkFG1jBhuDNv7xIGpWyd16u3J6VqlezOPLoEB2hE+ShC1RFN6iG6oiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox7Q158xm9tEfOJ8/KbSUag==</latexit>⇠ 0.1 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="l+haAfAE/9gQ/IEd7gQFo0yOvGg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUGq5KRTLLlldwa8TLyMlFCGWqf45XcjmkimgApiTNtzYwhSooFTwSYFPzEsJnRI+qxtqSKSmSCdHT3BJ1bp4l6kbSnAM/X3REqkMWMZ2k5JYGAWvan4n9dOoHcdpFzFCTBF54t6icAQ4WkCuMs1oyDGlhCqub0V0wHRhILNqWBD8BZfXiaNStm7LFfuL0rVmyyOPDpCx+gUeegKVdEdqqE6ougRPaNX9OaMnBfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/YHz+QNQlpHS</latexit>

3 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="uNbByqKY2ix2bDfJgOFx5XHoS+U=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1JJmIzGxUHKHRC2JNpaYyEfCnWRvWWDD3t5ld85ILhQ2/hUbC42x9UfY+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnR4JrsO1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/caOowVZXUailC1fKKZ4JLVgYNgrUgxEviCNf3h1cRv3jOleShvYRQxLyB9yXucEjBSJ184dYEHTGPHvktOKmP3GLvAHiCRwbiTL9olewq8SJyUFFGKWif/5XZDGgdMAhVE67ZjR+AlRAGngo1zbqxZROiQ9FnbUEnMYi+ZPjHGh0bp4l6oTEnAU/X3REICrUeBbzoDAgM9703E/7x2DL0LL+EyioFJOlvUiwWGEE8SwV2uGAUxMoRQxc2tmA6IIhRMbjkTgjP/8iJplEvOWal8UylWL9M4sqiADtARctA5qqJrVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1pqx0pl99AfW5w9QcJdF</latexit>

3⇥ 10�4 nm



PBHs

10�16M�
<latexit sha1_base64="rl/lEinJp2//eY7DJ700XC1RzC0=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgxpJUUZdFN26ECvYBbQyTybQdOpkJMxOlxH6KGxeKuPVL3Pk3TtostPXAhcM593LvPUHMqNKO820VlpZXVteK66WNza3tHbu821IikZg0sWBCdgKkCKOcNDXVjHRiSVAUMNIORleZ334gUlHB7/Q4Jl6EBpz2KUbaSL5ddp379Ng9m8AbvydCoUu+XXGqzhRwkbg5qYAcDd/+6oUCJxHhGjOkVNd1Yu2lSGqKGZmUeokiMcIjNCBdQzmKiPLS6ekTeGiUEPaFNMU1nKq/J1IUKTWOAtMZIT1U814m/ud1E92/8FLK40QTjmeL+gmDWsAsBxhSSbBmY0MQltTcCvEQSYS1SSsLwZ1/eZG0alX3pFq7Pa3UL/M4imAfHIAj4IJzUAfXoAGaAINH8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TN74A+szx8CEZKM</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tkWPkn7r62ucyBJb0uXAnPXMjrs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiFy9CBfsBbSibzaZdusmG3YlQSn+EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWkZlmvEmU1LpTkANlyLhTRQoeSfVnMaB5O1gdDvz209cG6GSRxyn3I/pIBGRYBSt1L7v91SosF+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qhYplMU+QSWpM13NT9CdUo2CST0u9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258Sfzc6fkzCohiZS2lSCZq78nJjQ2ZhwHtjOmODTL3kz8z+tmGF37E5GkGfKELRZFmSSoyOx3EgrNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0mrVvUuq7WHi0r9Jo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQGI3iGV3hzUufFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AP/mPhQ==</latexit>

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="CPpE9kb2AA2nRwJqUVfLcpeW7xE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUE6lJNOseSW3RnwMvEyUkIZap3il9+NaCKZAiqIMW3PjSFIiQZOBZsU/MSwmNAh6bO2pYpIZoJ0dvQEn1ili3uRtqUAz9TfEymRxoxlaDslgYFZ9Kbif147gd51kHIVJ8AUnS/qJQJDhKcJ4C7XjIIYW0Ko5vZWTAdEEwo2p4INwVt8eZk0KmXvsly5vyhVb7I48ugIHaNT5KErVEV3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zszcl6cd+dj3ppzsplD9AfO5w9MBJHP</latexit>

3 km

<latexit sha1_base64="ph3/s2gcu9IA9zYQzDguWymwxyM=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSBFEvQtGDXoQKthXaGDbbTbt088HuRighF/+KFw+KePVnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ5yecSWVZ30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd3WjJOBaFNEvNY3PtYUs4i2lRMcXqfCIpDn9O2P7wc++1HKiSLozs1Sqgb4n7EAkaw0pJn7glPonPUDQQmmYOu0E2ekQcn98yqVbMmQPPELkgVCjQ886vbi0ka0kgRjqXs2Fai3AwLxQineaWbSppgMsR92tE0wiGVbjZ5IEeHWumhIBa6IoUm6u+JDIdSjkJfd4ZYDeSsNxb/8zqpCs7cjEVJqmhEpouClCMVo3EaqMcEJYqPNMFEMH0rIgOss1A6s4oOwZ59eZ60nJp9UnNuj6v1iyKOMuzDARyBDadQh2toQBMI5PAMr/BmPBkvxrvxMW0tGcXMLvyB8fkDvbqVOg==</latexit>

rs =
2GM

c2
<latexit sha1_base64="XMSt1SZnDxE0LrOgW1YcAKpzgPg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE8SNktoh6LXrwIFewHdJeSzWbb0GyyJrOFUvo7vHhQxKs/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAV3IDrfjsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsGlUpilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqpZiQJBWuFg9up3xoybbiSjzBKWZCQnuQxpwSsFHiu65/j+66vIgXdUtmtuDPgZeLlpIxy1LulLz9SNEuYBCqIMR3PTSEYEw2cCjYp+plhKaED0mMdSyVJmAnGs6Mn+NQqEY6VtiUBz9TfE2OSGDNKQtuZEOibRW8q/ud1MoivgzGXaQZM0vmiOBMYFJ4mgCOuGQUxsoRQze2tmPaJJhRsTkUbgrf48jJpViveZaX6cFGu3eRxFNAxOkFnyENXqIbuUB01EEVP6Bm9ojdn6Lw4787HvHXFyWeO0B84nz8EAJD6</latexit>

100M�
<latexit sha1_base64="1Dn210si2LQwuRhqT3Bf6RFlEGw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHqQkVdRj0YvHCvYDmlA22027dLMJuxOxhv4SLx4U8epP8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE1+A431ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tkt23v7LR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6Gbqtx+Y0jyW9zBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LPLZ47jnWIP2CNko2jSsytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9Gzv7x+TNOISaCCaN11nQT8jCjgVLBJyUs1SwgdkQHrGipJxLSfzQ6f4GOj9HEYK1MS8Ez9PZGRSOtxFJjOiMBQL3pT8T+vm0J45WdcJikwSeeLwlRgiPE0BdznilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBZFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qXlRrd+eV+nUeRxEdoiN0glx0ieroFjVQE1GUomf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0FK585QH9gff4ApFiSdA==</latexit>

300 km

Courtesy 
Caltech/MIT/LIGO Laboratory

<latexit sha1_base64="uFtvGUC8mtK3ao/w1+YU+OjyUEc=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5SkiHoseumxgv2AJpTNdtMu3WzC7kRsQ3+JFw+KePWnePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3Ccb2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z8o2YdHLR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmsBBsE6iGIkCwdrB6G7mtx+Z0jyWDzBOmB+RgeQhpwSM1LNLruN4F9gD9gRZfTLt2WWn4syBV4mbkzLK0ejZX14/pmnEJFBBtO66TgJ+RhRwKti06KWaJYSOyIB1DZUkYtrP5odP8ZlR+jiMlSkJeK7+nshIpPU4CkxnRGCol72Z+J/XTSG88TMukxSYpItFYSowxHiWAu5zxSiIsSGEKm5uxXRIFKFgsiqaENzll1dJq1pxryrV+8ty7TaPo4BO0Ck6Ry66RjVURw3URBSl6Bm9ojdrYr1Y79bHonXNymeO0R9Ynz9/o5Jc</latexit>

100Hz

<latexit sha1_base64="gxCR+Jp8bRkUEF3B3BUeule8NBM=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGUY9BL16EBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDvzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/3iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkmal7F2WK/WLUvUmiyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP6dXjNg=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="atInixOkPQD4kIcUDlSoFcT5PMs=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZeCBIvgQstMFXVZdNNlBfuAzlAyaaYNzTxI7oh16M6Nv+LGhSJu/QV3/o1pO4taPRA4Oedcknu8WHAFlvVt5BYWl5ZX8quFtfWNzS1ze6ehokRSVqeRiGTLI4oJHrI6cBCsFUtGAk+wpje4HvvNOyYVj8JbGMbMDUgv5D6nBLTUMfetknXqHDvA7iGtPozwCZ69dsyiDkyA/xI7I0WUodYxv5xuRJOAhUAFUaptWzG4KZHAqWCjgpMoFhM6ID3W1jQkAVNuOtljhA+10sV+JPUJAU/U2YmUBEoNA08nAwJ9Ne+Nxf+8dgL+pZvyME6AhXT6kJ8IDBEel4K7XDIKYqgJoZLrv2LaJ5JQ0NUVdAn2/Mp/SaNcss9L5ZuzYuUqqyOP9tABOkI2ukAVVEU1VEcUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqbRnJHN7KJfMD5/AMgQmAU=</latexit>

0.03Hz� 3Hz
<latexit sha1_base64="ZRfkIX7JiyChM8tzc2EfU2Cp4yk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh17WL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnpV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxZZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpySDcFbfnmVtGpV77Jau7+o1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB53OjWw=</latexit>

{100% DM
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windowstochastic 
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<latexit sha1_base64="CZkmsq/GwwjqrYNTHURU4aDE3n4=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFcaEmKqMuiGzdCBfuAJobJZNIOncyEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69J0wZVdpxvq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn196rtJXIJCYtLJiQ3RApwignLU01I91UEpSEjHTC4fXY7zwSqajg93qUEj9BfU5jipE2UmBXXOchP3XrhXcCbwNPREIHdtWpORPAReLOSBXM0AzsLy8SOEsI15ghpXquk2o/R1JTzEhR9jJFUoSHqE96hnKUEOXnk9sLeGSUCMZCmuIaTtTfEzlKlBoloelMkB6oeW8s/uf1Mh1f+jnlaaYJx9NFccagFnAcBIyoJFizkSEIS2puhXiAJMLaxFU2IbjzLy+Sdr3mntfqd2fVxtUsjhI4AIfgGLjgAjTADWiCFsDgCTyDV/BmFdaL9W59TFuXrNnMPvgD6/MH5PWTEw==</latexit>

10�12 M�

<latexit sha1_base64="UiSVz+sH+Ta8sG7RqljfbTG5dw0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPgQcJMEPUY9OIxglkgM4SeTk/SpLtn6K4R4xD8FS8eFPHqf3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqemEiuAHX/XZyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r2HiVFNWp7GIdSskhgmuWB04CNZKNCMyFKwZDq7HfvOeacNjdQfDhAWS9BSPOCVgpU7xwDdcYrfs+afYB/YAmZKjTrHklt0J8CLxZqSEZqh1il9+N6apZAqoIMa0PTeBICMaOBVsVPBTwxJCB6TH2pYqIpkJssn1I3xslS6OYm1LAZ6ovycyIo0ZytB2SgJ9M++Nxf+8dgrRZZBxlaTAFJ0uilKBIcbjKHCXa0ZBDC0hVHN7K6Z9ogkFG1jBhuDNv7xIGpWyd16u3J6VqlezOPLoEB2hE+ShC1RFN6iG6oiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox7Q158xm9tEfOJ8/KbSUag==</latexit>⇠ 0.1 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="l+haAfAE/9gQ/IEd7gQFo0yOvGg=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfVY9OKxgv2A7lKyadqGJtk1mS2Wpb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2PBDbjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDRMlmrI6jUSkWyExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGhYM1weDv1myOmDY/UA4xjFkjSV7zHKQErBef+GfaBPUGq5KRTLLlldwa8TLyMlFCGWqf45XcjmkimgApiTNtzYwhSooFTwSYFPzEsJnRI+qxtqSKSmSCdHT3BJ1bp4l6kbSnAM/X3REqkMWMZ2k5JYGAWvan4n9dOoHcdpFzFCTBF54t6icAQ4WkCuMs1oyDGlhCqub0V0wHRhILNqWBD8BZfXiaNStm7LFfuL0rVmyyOPDpCx+gUeegKVdEdqqE6ougRPaNX9OaMnBfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/YHz+QNQlpHS</latexit>

3 nm

<latexit sha1_base64="uNbByqKY2ix2bDfJgOFx5XHoS+U=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1JJmIzGxUHKHRC2JNpaYyEfCnWRvWWDD3t5ld85ILhQ2/hUbC42x9UfY+W9c4AoFXzLJy3szmZnnR4JrsO1vK7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/caOowVZXUailC1fKKZ4JLVgYNgrUgxEviCNf3h1cRv3jOleShvYRQxLyB9yXucEjBSJ184dYEHTGPHvktOKmP3GLvAHiCRwbiTL9olewq8SJyUFFGKWif/5XZDGgdMAhVE67ZjR+AlRAGngo1zbqxZROiQ9FnbUEnMYi+ZPjHGh0bp4l6oTEnAU/X3REICrUeBbzoDAgM9703E/7x2DL0LL+EyioFJOlvUiwWGEE8SwV2uGAUxMoRQxc2tmA6IIhRMbjkTgjP/8iJplEvOWal8UylWL9M4sqiADtARctA5qqJrVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1pqx0pl99AfW5w9QcJdF</latexit>

3⇥ 10�4 nm
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FIG. 3. All constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs, fPBHs, with mass MPBH, coming from PBH evaporation,
microlensing, gravitational waves, PBH accretion and dynamical constraints. Each region shows the envelope of constraints
from the corresponding panel in Fig. 2. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

H. Indirect constraints

In this subsection we look at constraints on the amplitude of large primordial perturbations, which lead to indirect
constraints on the abundance of PBHs formed via the collapse of large density perturbations during radiation domi-
nation (Sec. II A). These constraints do not apply to PBHs formed via other mechanisms (see Sec. II D). As discussed
in Sec. IIA, there are large uncertainties in the calculation of the abundance of PBHs formed from a given primordial
power spectrum.

First order scalar perturbations generate tensor perturbations at second order [247, 248]. If the density perturbations
are su�ciently large then the amplitude of the resulting ‘scalar induced gravitational waves’ (SIGWs) is larger than
that of the GWs generated by the primordial tensor perturbations. Constraints on the energy density of stochastic
GWs, from e.g. Pulsar Timing Arrays, therefore limit the abundance of PBHs formed via the collapse of large
density perturbations [249]. These constraints depend on the shape of the primordial power spectrum, and also the
assumed probability distribution of the density perturbations, and are therefore (inflation) model dependent [250–
252]. Models which produce a broad peak in the primordial power spectrum are most tightly constrained [251, 252].
For PBHs forming from large density perturbations during radiation domination, Refs. [59, 108] find fPBH < 1 for
10�2 . MPBH/M� . 1. Reference [109] finds, using data from NANOGrav, fPBH < 10�23 for MPBH = 0.1M� and
fPBH < 10�6 for 0.002 < MPBH/M� < 0.4. However this calculation makes approximations which have a huge e↵ect
on the constraint on fPBH (including setting the PBH formation threshold equal to unity, and �

2 = A). There are
also tight constraints on the abundance of light, MPBH ⇠ 1013�15 g, PBHs from limits on SIGWs from LIGO [253].
Such light PBHs are expected to have evaporated by the present day, however if Hawking evaporation is not realised

Green, Kavanagh 2007.10722 (v3 December 2020)https://github.com/bradkav/PBHbounds
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the constraints in Fig. 10 for the mass range 10�18–105 M� . The most restrictive forms for the constraints are used
and some are depicted by the dotted lines. The right panel shows the equivalent constraints for a lognormal mass
function with � = 2 and a general value of Mc . We do not show the limits for a power-law mass function, since we
only wish to demonstrate the methodology, but these are given in Ref. [544] for an earlier form of the monochromatic
constraints. The important qualitative point is that the form of the constraints in this case is itself dependent on the
PBH mass function. One cannot just compare a predicted extended mass function with the monochromatic form of
the constraints.

Figure 21 is an update of Fig. 2 in Ref. [544] and shows the maximum allowed DM fraction, fmax , in the (Mc ,�)
plane for lognormal PBH mass function. The constraints have been combined using Eq. (118). The region where
100% of DM can consist of PBHs is indicated by the dashed white contour. The shape of the constraints in Fig. 21
makes it clear that the allowed mass range for fixed fPBH decreases with increasing width �, thus ruling out the
possibility of evading the constraints by simply extending the mass function. Moreover, Fig. 21 gives an upper bound
� . 2.4 if all the DM is in the form of PBHs. For a power-law mass function, Ref. [544] conclude |�| & 1, which
e↵ectively rules out PBH DM from the collapse of cosmic strings or scale-invariant density fluctuations. This agrees
with the conclusions of Refs. [429, 543, 549]. The last paper provides a more comprehensive analysis, covering the
mass range 10�18–104 M� , but it does not include the recent HSC constraint [295] and it uses the unnecessarily
stringent Planck constraint from Ref. [431].
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FIG. 20. Constraints on the fraction of PBH dark matter, fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM , as a function of the PBH mass Mc; this is
an updated version of Fig. 1 in Ref. [544] (Raidal, Vaskonen & Veermae, private communication). Left panel : This assumes
a monochromatic mass function and corresponds to a subset of the constraints in Fig. 10. The purple region is excluded by
evaporations [135], the blue, violet, yellow, brown, purple and dark blue regions by the microlensing results from HSC [295],
Kepler (K) [288], EROS [289], OGLE [284], MACHO (M) [290] and supernovae (SNe) [292], respectively. The red and blue
regions on the right are excluded by LIGO/Virgo [419] and Planck data [428]. Various dynamical exclusions are indicated by
broken lines, in orange for survival of stars in Segue I (Seg I) [336] and Eridanus II (Eri II) [369] and in green for survival
of wide binaries (WB) [338]. The black solid lines show the combined constraint. Right panel: Equivalent constraints for a
lognormal PBH mass function with � = 2 as a function of Mc .

C. Combined PBH and particle dark matter

If most of the DM is in the form of elementary particles, these will be accreted around any PBHs to form minihalos.
For weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) and light enough PBHs, this can even happen during the radiation-
dominated era, since Eroshenko [556] has shown that a low-velocity subset of particles will accumulate around PBHs
as density spikes shortly after the WIMPs kinetically decouple from the background plasma. For somewhat heavier
PBHs, WIMP accretion is not important until after the time of matter-radiation equality (teq) and it then arises due
to secondary infall. Both cases lead to a similar halo profile and the subsequent annihilation of the WIMPs within
the halos will give rise to bright �-ray sources. Comparison of the expected signal with Fermi-LAT data then severely
constrains fPBH for PBHs larger than about 10�12

M� . Indeed, this leads to much stronger limits than any other
constraint discussed in this review.

Carr, Kohri, Sendouda, Yokoyama 2002.12778 (v2 May 2021) 
(by Raidal, Vaskonen, Veermäe. See also 1705.05567)
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the constraints in Fig. 10 for the mass range 10�18–105 M� . The most restrictive forms for the constraints are used
and some are depicted by the dotted lines. The right panel shows the equivalent constraints for a lognormal mass
function with � = 2 and a general value of Mc . We do not show the limits for a power-law mass function, since we
only wish to demonstrate the methodology, but these are given in Ref. [544] for an earlier form of the monochromatic
constraints. The important qualitative point is that the form of the constraints in this case is itself dependent on the
PBH mass function. One cannot just compare a predicted extended mass function with the monochromatic form of
the constraints.

Figure 21 is an update of Fig. 2 in Ref. [544] and shows the maximum allowed DM fraction, fmax , in the (Mc ,�)
plane for lognormal PBH mass function. The constraints have been combined using Eq. (118). The region where
100% of DM can consist of PBHs is indicated by the dashed white contour. The shape of the constraints in Fig. 21
makes it clear that the allowed mass range for fixed fPBH decreases with increasing width �, thus ruling out the
possibility of evading the constraints by simply extending the mass function. Moreover, Fig. 21 gives an upper bound
� . 2.4 if all the DM is in the form of PBHs. For a power-law mass function, Ref. [544] conclude |�| & 1, which
e↵ectively rules out PBH DM from the collapse of cosmic strings or scale-invariant density fluctuations. This agrees
with the conclusions of Refs. [429, 543, 549]. The last paper provides a more comprehensive analysis, covering the
mass range 10�18–104 M� , but it does not include the recent HSC constraint [295] and it uses the unnecessarily
stringent Planck constraint from Ref. [431].
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FIG. 20. Constraints on the fraction of PBH dark matter, fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM , as a function of the PBH mass Mc; this is
an updated version of Fig. 1 in Ref. [544] (Raidal, Vaskonen & Veermae, private communication). Left panel : This assumes
a monochromatic mass function and corresponds to a subset of the constraints in Fig. 10. The purple region is excluded by
evaporations [135], the blue, violet, yellow, brown, purple and dark blue regions by the microlensing results from HSC [295],
Kepler (K) [288], EROS [289], OGLE [284], MACHO (M) [290] and supernovae (SNe) [292], respectively. The red and blue
regions on the right are excluded by LIGO/Virgo [419] and Planck data [428]. Various dynamical exclusions are indicated by
broken lines, in orange for survival of stars in Segue I (Seg I) [336] and Eridanus II (Eri II) [369] and in green for survival
of wide binaries (WB) [338]. The black solid lines show the combined constraint. Right panel: Equivalent constraints for a
lognormal PBH mass function with � = 2 as a function of Mc .

C. Combined PBH and particle dark matter

If most of the DM is in the form of elementary particles, these will be accreted around any PBHs to form minihalos.
For weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) and light enough PBHs, this can even happen during the radiation-
dominated era, since Eroshenko [556] has shown that a low-velocity subset of particles will accumulate around PBHs
as density spikes shortly after the WIMPs kinetically decouple from the background plasma. For somewhat heavier
PBHs, WIMP accretion is not important until after the time of matter-radiation equality (teq) and it then arises due
to secondary infall. Both cases lead to a similar halo profile and the subsequent annihilation of the WIMPs within
the halos will give rise to bright �-ray sources. Comparison of the expected signal with Fermi-LAT data then severely
constrains fPBH for PBHs larger than about 10�12

M� . Indeed, this leads to much stronger limits than any other
constraint discussed in this review.
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2

decades. We also estimate the expected improvement in
the bounds from a putative future experiment. We do so
by assuming that such a (more sensitive) experiment will
resolve a significantly larger number of individual AGNs
and blazars and will therefore provide a lower isotropic
unresolved background for energies above ⇠ 200 keV. We
show that, under this assumption, a significantly better
upper limit on the PBH abundance than the current one
may be placed in the future. This result motivates the
investment in future gamma- and X-ray experiments in
this range, as well as in further theoretical studies geared
towards a more precise modeling of astrophysical sources.

II. HAWKING RADIATION FROM PBHS

The photon emission from a population of PBHs of
mass M accounting for a fraction f = ⌦PBH/⌦DM of
the total DM density in the Universe is

�M =
dN

dE dt
= f

c ⇢

4⇡M

Z
dz

e
�⌧(z)

H(z)
 M [(1 + z)E] , (1)

where ⇢ = 2.17⇥ 10�30g/cm3 is the current DM density
of the Universe [28], and H(z) is the Hubble rate of ex-
pansion as a function of redshift. The function  M [E]
denotes the di↵erential flux emitted by a single PBH, as
a function of the energy E, per unit of energy and time.
For PBHs of masses above 1016 g is well approximated
by the primary2 Hawking emission:

 M [E] = (2⇡~)�1�s/(exp(E/kBT )� 1) , (2)

where the so-called grey factor �s is a function of M and
E. In the high-energy limit E � kBT , the grey fac-
tor approximately satisfies �s / (M/mP )2(E/mP c

2)2;
whereas for E ⌧ kBT , �s / (M/mP )4(E/mP c

2)4 [22].
These expressions are insu�cient to render adequately
the peak height and position of  M [E], which is best
computed numerically. To do so we use the public code
BlackHawk [29], which also allows to include the (sub-
dominant) secondary emission. We find that the di↵er-
ential flux for BHs of mass between 1016g and 1020g can
be approximated by

 M [E] '
2.5⇥ 1021 GeV�1s�1

(M18 E/E0)�2.7 + (M18 E/E0)6.7
, (3)

where E0 = 6.54⇥ 10�5 GeV and M18 ⌘ M/1018g. This
approximation is accurate to better than ⇠ 1% around
the emission’s peak (until  M [E] decreases an order of
magnitude), which is enough for our purposes. Neverthe-
less, we obtain the bounds on the PBH abundance from
the instantaneous spectra given by BlackHawk.

2
The spectrum of BHs may feature a secondary emission compo-

nent, depending on their mass, which is due to the interactions

among the primary emitted particles, see e.g. [4].
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FIG. 1. Cosmic X-ray background spectrum, as measured by
various experiments. Overimposed are the Ueda+14 model
(blue dashed line), the fit to a double power-law (black dashed
line) of Eq. 4, and the corrections to the latter due to two
hypothetical monochromatic PBH distributions with di↵erent
masses M and cosmological abundances f = ⌦PBH/⌦DM .

The factor (1+z) inside  M [(1+z)E] accounts for the
Doppler shift from the time of emission to the time of ar-
rival to the detector. The optical depth ⌧(z) describes the
attenuation due to the propagation of the signal over the
relevant cosmological redshifts. Unlike for hard gamma
rays, this is negligible for soft gamma-rays and X-rays.
The integrand in (1) decreases very rapidly with z and ac-
curate results are obtained integrating up to z ⇠ O(100).

III. THE X-RAY AND GAMMA-RAY AGN
BACKGROUND

There has been a considerable e↵ort dedicated to in-
terpreting the measurements of the X-ray and gamma-
ray background from keV energies all the way up to
⇠ 100 GeV in terms of a superposition of a large number
of unresolved extra-Galactic sources. In particular, the
data in the range ⇠ 5–200 keV observed by Swift/BAT
[30], MAXI [31], ASCA [32], XMM-Newton [33], Chan-
dra [34] and ROSAT [35] are well reproduced by a pop-
ulation synthesis model of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
developed by Ueda et al. in [36] (see the blue dotted line
in Figure 1). AGNs are powered by gas accretion onto
a supermassive black hole and are very e�cient X-ray
emitters. The model of [36] is based on the extrapolation
of the luminosity functions of AGNs in di↵erent redshift
ranges inferred by a sample of 4039 AGNs in soft (up to
2 keV) and/or hard X-ray bands (>2 keV). The objects
in the sample include both Compton-thin and Compton-
thick AGNs (with the latter being heavily obscured by
dust). As can be seen if Figure 1, this AGN modeling
fails to describe adequately the SMM data.
Indeed, for energies above ⇠ 50 � 100 keV the contri-

bution from blazars is expected to become progressively
more important. These objects correspond to the AGNs

Ballesteros, Coronado-Blázquez, Gaggero. 1906.10113
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FIG. 2. Constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs fPBH, with mass MPBH, or in the form of compact objects, fCO,
with mass MCO for each of the di↵erent types of constraint. In each case the excluded regions are shaded. Top left: Evaporation
constraints on PBHs (Sec. III A): extragalactic gamma-ray background [55], CMB [153, 154], dwarf galaxy heating [155],
EDGES 21cm [156], Voyager e± [157], 511 keV gamma-ray line [158, 159] and the MeV Galactic di↵use flux [160]. Top
middle: Gravitational lensing constraints on compact objects (Sec. III C): stellar microlensing (MACHO [161], EROS [12],
OGLE [162], HSC [163]), Icarus lensing event [164], and supernovae magnification distribution [165]. Top right: Constraints
on PBHs from gravitational waves (Sec. III D) produced by individual mergers [166, 167] and the stochastic background of
mergers [168]. Note that there are substantial uncertainties on GW constraints, arising from the possible disruption of PBH
binaries. Bottom left: Dynamical constraints on compact objects (Sec. III E): from dwarf galaxies [169] and wide binaries [170].
Bottom right: Accretion constraints on PBHs (Sec. III F): CMB [171], EDGES 21cm [172], X-ray [173], radio [173], and dwarf
galaxy heating [174]. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

B. Interactions with stars

Asteroid mass PBHs can potentially be constrained by the consequences of their capture by, and transit through,
stars [179–182]. See Ref. [182] for detailed recent calculations and discussion.

As a PBH passes through a star it loses energy by dynamical friction, and may be captured. A captured PBH will
sink to the centre of the star and also accrete matter, potentially destroying the star. A large capture probability
requires a large DM density and low velocity dispersions. Stellar survival constraints have been applied to globular
clusters [179]. However, as emphasised by Ref. [180], (most) globular clusters are not thought to have a high DM
density. Moreover, Ref. [182] argues that the survival of stars does not in fact constrain the PBH abundance, but
that the disruption of stars may lead to constraints, if the observational signatures are worked out (see Ref. [183] for
work in this direction).

The transit of a PBH through a carbon/oxygen white dwarf will lead to localized heating by dynamical friction,
which could ignite the carbon and potentially cause a runaway explosion [181, 182]. Reference [182] again finds that
the survival of white dwarfs does not constrain fPBH, but if white dwarf ignition by a PBH leads to a visible explosion
there could be constraints.

Green, Kavanagh 2007.10722 (December 2020)
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Eros, OGLE: Galactic Bulge and Magellanic Clouds.  
      Subaru HSC: M31 (finite source and wave optics effects) 
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FIG. 2. Constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs fPBH, with mass MPBH, or in the form of compact objects, fCO,
with mass MCO for each of the di↵erent types of constraint. In each case the excluded regions are shaded. Top left: Evaporation
constraints on PBHs (Sec. III A): extragalactic gamma-ray background [55], CMB [153, 154], dwarf galaxy heating [155],
EDGES 21cm [156], Voyager e± [157], 511 keV gamma-ray line [158, 159] and the MeV Galactic di↵use flux [160]. Top
middle: Gravitational lensing constraints on compact objects (Sec. III C): stellar microlensing (MACHO [161], EROS [12],
OGLE [162], HSC [163]), Icarus lensing event [164], and supernovae magnification distribution [165]. Top right: Constraints
on PBHs from gravitational waves (Sec. III D) produced by individual mergers [166, 167] and the stochastic background of
mergers [168]. Note that there are substantial uncertainties on GW constraints, arising from the possible disruption of PBH
binaries. Bottom left: Dynamical constraints on compact objects (Sec. III E): from dwarf galaxies [169] and wide binaries [170].
Bottom right: Accretion constraints on PBHs (Sec. III F): CMB [171], EDGES 21cm [172], X-ray [173], radio [173], and dwarf
galaxy heating [174]. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

B. Interactions with stars

Asteroid mass PBHs can potentially be constrained by the consequences of their capture by, and transit through,
stars [179–182]. See Ref. [182] for detailed recent calculations and discussion.

As a PBH passes through a star it loses energy by dynamical friction, and may be captured. A captured PBH will
sink to the centre of the star and also accrete matter, potentially destroying the star. A large capture probability
requires a large DM density and low velocity dispersions. Stellar survival constraints have been applied to globular
clusters [179]. However, as emphasised by Ref. [180], (most) globular clusters are not thought to have a high DM
density. Moreover, Ref. [182] argues that the survival of stars does not in fact constrain the PBH abundance, but
that the disruption of stars may lead to constraints, if the observational signatures are worked out (see Ref. [183] for
work in this direction).

The transit of a PBH through a carbon/oxygen white dwarf will lead to localized heating by dynamical friction,
which could ignite the carbon and potentially cause a runaway explosion [181, 182]. Reference [182] again finds that
the survival of white dwarfs does not constrain fPBH, but if white dwarf ignition by a PBH leads to a visible explosion
there could be constraints.
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FIG. 2. Constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs fPBH, with mass MPBH, or in the form of compact objects, fCO,
with mass MCO for each of the di↵erent types of constraint. In each case the excluded regions are shaded. Top left: Evaporation
constraints on PBHs (Sec. III A): extragalactic gamma-ray background [55], CMB [153, 154], dwarf galaxy heating [155],
EDGES 21cm [156], Voyager e± [157], 511 keV gamma-ray line [158, 159] and the MeV Galactic di↵use flux [160]. Top
middle: Gravitational lensing constraints on compact objects (Sec. III C): stellar microlensing (MACHO [161], EROS [12],
OGLE [162], HSC [163]), Icarus lensing event [164], and supernovae magnification distribution [165]. Top right: Constraints
on PBHs from gravitational waves (Sec. III D) produced by individual mergers [166, 167] and the stochastic background of
mergers [168]. Note that there are substantial uncertainties on GW constraints, arising from the possible disruption of PBH
binaries. Bottom left: Dynamical constraints on compact objects (Sec. III E): from dwarf galaxies [169] and wide binaries [170].
Bottom right: Accretion constraints on PBHs (Sec. III F): CMB [171], EDGES 21cm [172], X-ray [173], radio [173], and dwarf
galaxy heating [174]. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

B. Interactions with stars

Asteroid mass PBHs can potentially be constrained by the consequences of their capture by, and transit through,
stars [179–182]. See Ref. [182] for detailed recent calculations and discussion.

As a PBH passes through a star it loses energy by dynamical friction, and may be captured. A captured PBH will
sink to the centre of the star and also accrete matter, potentially destroying the star. A large capture probability
requires a large DM density and low velocity dispersions. Stellar survival constraints have been applied to globular
clusters [179]. However, as emphasised by Ref. [180], (most) globular clusters are not thought to have a high DM
density. Moreover, Ref. [182] argues that the survival of stars does not in fact constrain the PBH abundance, but
that the disruption of stars may lead to constraints, if the observational signatures are worked out (see Ref. [183] for
work in this direction).

The transit of a PBH through a carbon/oxygen white dwarf will lead to localized heating by dynamical friction,
which could ignite the carbon and potentially cause a runaway explosion [181, 182]. Reference [182] again finds that
the survival of white dwarfs does not constrain fPBH, but if white dwarf ignition by a PBH leads to a visible explosion
there could be constraints.
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• February 2016. LIGO announces GW150914. BHs of ~30 Solar masses


• Did LIGO detect (THE) dark matter? (Bird et al 2016. Clesse and García-Bellido 2016)

• Most likely NO


• Two mechanisms to form PBHs binaries:


- Late Universe (in halos)


- Early Universe (before matter radiation equality). Nakamura et al 1997


• MAX 0.1% — 1% of the DM in the range 1-100 Solar Masses
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FIG. 2. Constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs fPBH, with mass MPBH, or in the form of compact objects, fCO,
with mass MCO for each of the di↵erent types of constraint. In each case the excluded regions are shaded. Top left: Evaporation
constraints on PBHs (Sec. III A): extragalactic gamma-ray background [55], CMB [153, 154], dwarf galaxy heating [155],
EDGES 21cm [156], Voyager e± [157], 511 keV gamma-ray line [158, 159] and the MeV Galactic di↵use flux [160]. Top
middle: Gravitational lensing constraints on compact objects (Sec. III C): stellar microlensing (MACHO [161], EROS [12],
OGLE [162], HSC [163]), Icarus lensing event [164], and supernovae magnification distribution [165]. Top right: Constraints
on PBHs from gravitational waves (Sec. III D) produced by individual mergers [166, 167] and the stochastic background of
mergers [168]. Note that there are substantial uncertainties on GW constraints, arising from the possible disruption of PBH
binaries. Bottom left: Dynamical constraints on compact objects (Sec. III E): from dwarf galaxies [169] and wide binaries [170].
Bottom right: Accretion constraints on PBHs (Sec. III F): CMB [171], EDGES 21cm [172], X-ray [173], radio [173], and dwarf
galaxy heating [174]. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

B. Interactions with stars

Asteroid mass PBHs can potentially be constrained by the consequences of their capture by, and transit through,
stars [179–182]. See Ref. [182] for detailed recent calculations and discussion.

As a PBH passes through a star it loses energy by dynamical friction, and may be captured. A captured PBH will
sink to the centre of the star and also accrete matter, potentially destroying the star. A large capture probability
requires a large DM density and low velocity dispersions. Stellar survival constraints have been applied to globular
clusters [179]. However, as emphasised by Ref. [180], (most) globular clusters are not thought to have a high DM
density. Moreover, Ref. [182] argues that the survival of stars does not in fact constrain the PBH abundance, but
that the disruption of stars may lead to constraints, if the observational signatures are worked out (see Ref. [183] for
work in this direction).

The transit of a PBH through a carbon/oxygen white dwarf will lead to localized heating by dynamical friction,
which could ignite the carbon and potentially cause a runaway explosion [181, 182]. Reference [182] again finds that
the survival of white dwarfs does not constrain fPBH, but if white dwarf ignition by a PBH leads to a visible explosion
there could be constraints.
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FIG. 2. Constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs fPBH, with mass MPBH, or in the form of compact objects, fCO,
with mass MCO for each of the di↵erent types of constraint. In each case the excluded regions are shaded. Top left: Evaporation
constraints on PBHs (Sec. III A): extragalactic gamma-ray background [55], CMB [153, 154], dwarf galaxy heating [155],
EDGES 21cm [156], Voyager e± [157], 511 keV gamma-ray line [158, 159] and the MeV Galactic di↵use flux [160]. Top
middle: Gravitational lensing constraints on compact objects (Sec. III C): stellar microlensing (MACHO [161], EROS [12],
OGLE [162], HSC [163]), Icarus lensing event [164], and supernovae magnification distribution [165]. Top right: Constraints
on PBHs from gravitational waves (Sec. III D) produced by individual mergers [166, 167] and the stochastic background of
mergers [168]. Note that there are substantial uncertainties on GW constraints, arising from the possible disruption of PBH
binaries. Bottom left: Dynamical constraints on compact objects (Sec. III E): from dwarf galaxies [169] and wide binaries [170].
Bottom right: Accretion constraints on PBHs (Sec. III F): CMB [171], EDGES 21cm [172], X-ray [173], radio [173], and dwarf
galaxy heating [174]. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

B. Interactions with stars

Asteroid mass PBHs can potentially be constrained by the consequences of their capture by, and transit through,
stars [179–182]. See Ref. [182] for detailed recent calculations and discussion.

As a PBH passes through a star it loses energy by dynamical friction, and may be captured. A captured PBH will
sink to the centre of the star and also accrete matter, potentially destroying the star. A large capture probability
requires a large DM density and low velocity dispersions. Stellar survival constraints have been applied to globular
clusters [179]. However, as emphasised by Ref. [180], (most) globular clusters are not thought to have a high DM
density. Moreover, Ref. [182] argues that the survival of stars does not in fact constrain the PBH abundance, but
that the disruption of stars may lead to constraints, if the observational signatures are worked out (see Ref. [183] for
work in this direction).

The transit of a PBH through a carbon/oxygen white dwarf will lead to localized heating by dynamical friction,
which could ignite the carbon and potentially cause a runaway explosion [181, 182]. Reference [182] again finds that
the survival of white dwarfs does not constrain fPBH, but if white dwarf ignition by a PBH leads to a visible explosion
there could be constraints.

Green, Kavanagh 2007.10722 (December 2020)
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suming either spherical or disk accretion, and absence
or presence of a DM halo around the PBHs. For sim-
plicity, we adopt a monochromatic PBH mass function,
keeping in mind that for extended mass functions (which
are to be generically expected from single-field inflation-
ary models [52]) bounds typically tighten [53, 54], as we
explicitly checked for the CMB ones in our previous ar-
ticle [11].

As a warm-up, we derive the limit in case PBH are
accreting at Eddington luminosity. As argued, in this
case one obtains a mass-independent bound, which reads

fPBH < 2.9 ⇥ 10�9 (Lacc = LE). (25)

This is an optimistic benchmark for what is presumably
the best limit that CMB can yield to. Our more realistic
constraints at 95% C.L. are shown in Fig. 6. Note that
the bounds on PBH in absence of DM halos (dark shaded
regions) are themselves stronger than bounds previously
derived in [11] by a factor ⇠ 4. This improvement is
due roughly equally to the new Planck 2018 low mul-
tipole polarization data and the additional use of BAO
and Pantheon data, as well as to the improvements in
the treatment of energy deposition, now implemented in
ExoCLASS. Accounting for the the halo (light shaded re-
gions) does not lead to significant di↵erences unless fPBH

is su�ciently small, i.e. there is su�cient material for
growing a sizable DM halo. The threshold to see signifi-
cant improvements is fPBH

<
⇠ 0.01 for the disk accretion

case, but already at fPBH
<
⇠ 0.2 for the spherical accre-

tion case. For the latter case, the steep improvement
of the bound around M ⇠ 30 M� in presence of a halo
is only indicative, since for fPBH

>
⇠ 0.01 a non-negligible

fraction of the DM can be gravitationally bound to two or
more PBH, and the radial profile derived in the isolated-
PBH approximation breaks down [37]. At higher masses,
sensitive to lower fPBH, the approximation is however ro-
bust: The formation of a DM halo around the PBH can
strikingly improve the bound by up to ⇠ 2 orders of mag-
nitude in the covered mass range. Our results also show
that the bounds eventually flatten when M >

⇠ 104
M�.

This is a consequence of the accretion attaining the Ed-
dington limit for longer and longer periods of time, thus
converging to Eq. (25). As previously argued, in this
range the bounds become shaky since the working hy-
potheses break-down.

It is worth commenting on the relative strength of
the derived bounds with other existing ones, with the
most stringent ones reported in Fig. 7. Since curvature
perturbations couple to tensor perturbations at second-
order, PBH below the solar-mass scale are associated
to GWs generated in conjunction with their formation,
falling in the frequency probed by pulsar timing arrays.
The non observation of a stochastic signal in the nHz
range sets tight bounds [3, 55]. Galactic microlensing
constraints [56–58], roughly excluding fPBH

>
⇠ O(0.1),

also apply. Other “direct” bounds come from the non-
observation of mergers by LIGO/Virgo [59]. At few solar
masses, leading constraints come from caustic crossing
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FIG. 6: Bounds on the abundance of PBH assuming disk ac-
cretion (panel a) or spherical accretion (panel b). We show
the results with (light-shaded) and without (dark-shaded) the
formation of a DM halo. The horizontal line shows the limit-
ing bound of Eq. (25). See text for details.

events in giant arcs (produced by stars embedded in high
magnification regions due to a Galaxy cluster) [60], but
one may expect similar or tighter constraints from the ex-
trapolation of the analysis of Ref. [59] to higher masses.

In the 10-100 M� range, the binary coalescence rate
inferred by LIGO/Virgo is estimated to yield bounds at a
level between 10�3 and 10�2 [4, 5], a result whose robust-
ness to a number of e↵ects has been checked in [6, 61, 62].
Note however that, according to [63, 64], accounting for
binary disruption can relax these limits to some extent.

Other constraints at M ⇠ O(10) M� roughly in
the ballpark of fPBH

<
⇠ O(0.1) come from the non-

observation of a stochastic gravitational wave (GW)
background (due to the mergers of PBH binaries at high-
z, in the matter dominated era) [65], quasar microlens-
ing [66], lensing of type-Ia supernovae [67], or the orbital
dynamics of halo wide binaries [68]. When approach-
ing the ⇠ 100 M� scale, radio and X-ray observations of
the Milky Way [69], the half-light radius of dwarf galax-
ies [70, 71] or the stellar distribution of dwarf galaxies [72]
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potheses break-down.

It is worth commenting on the relative strength of
the derived bounds with other existing ones, with the
most stringent ones reported in Fig. 7. Since curvature
perturbations couple to tensor perturbations at second-
order, PBH below the solar-mass scale are associated
to GWs generated in conjunction with their formation,
falling in the frequency probed by pulsar timing arrays.
The non observation of a stochastic signal in the nHz
range sets tight bounds [3, 55]. Galactic microlensing
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FIG. 6: Bounds on the abundance of PBH assuming disk ac-
cretion (panel a) or spherical accretion (panel b). We show
the results with (light-shaded) and without (dark-shaded) the
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events in giant arcs (produced by stars embedded in high
magnification regions due to a Galaxy cluster) [60], but
one may expect similar or tighter constraints from the ex-
trapolation of the analysis of Ref. [59] to higher masses.

In the 10-100 M� range, the binary coalescence rate
inferred by LIGO/Virgo is estimated to yield bounds at a
level between 10�3 and 10�2 [4, 5], a result whose robust-
ness to a number of e↵ects has been checked in [6, 61, 62].
Note however that, according to [63, 64], accounting for
binary disruption can relax these limits to some extent.

Other constraints at M ⇠ O(10) M� roughly in
the ballpark of fPBH

<
⇠ O(0.1) come from the non-

observation of a stochastic gravitational wave (GW)
background (due to the mergers of PBH binaries at high-
z, in the matter dominated era) [65], quasar microlens-
ing [66], lensing of type-Ia supernovae [67], or the orbital
dynamics of halo wide binaries [68]. When approach-
ing the ⇠ 100 M� scale, radio and X-ray observations of
the Milky Way [69], the half-light radius of dwarf galax-
ies [70, 71] or the stellar distribution of dwarf galaxies [72]
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FIG. 3. All constraints on the fraction of DM in the form of PBHs, fPBHs, with mass MPBH, coming from PBH evaporation,
microlensing, gravitational waves, PBH accretion and dynamical constraints. Each region shows the envelope of constraints
from the corresponding panel in Fig. 2. Digitised bounds and plotting codes are available online at PBHbounds.

H. Indirect constraints

In this subsection we look at constraints on the amplitude of large primordial perturbations, which lead to indirect
constraints on the abundance of PBHs formed via the collapse of large density perturbations during radiation domi-
nation (Sec. II A). These constraints do not apply to PBHs formed via other mechanisms (see Sec. II D). As discussed
in Sec. IIA, there are large uncertainties in the calculation of the abundance of PBHs formed from a given primordial
power spectrum.

First order scalar perturbations generate tensor perturbations at second order [247, 248]. If the density perturbations
are su�ciently large then the amplitude of the resulting ‘scalar induced gravitational waves’ (SIGWs) is larger than
that of the GWs generated by the primordial tensor perturbations. Constraints on the energy density of stochastic
GWs, from e.g. Pulsar Timing Arrays, therefore limit the abundance of PBHs formed via the collapse of large
density perturbations [249]. These constraints depend on the shape of the primordial power spectrum, and also the
assumed probability distribution of the density perturbations, and are therefore (inflation) model dependent [250–
252]. Models which produce a broad peak in the primordial power spectrum are most tightly constrained [251, 252].
For PBHs forming from large density perturbations during radiation domination, Refs. [59, 108] find fPBH < 1 for
10�2 . MPBH/M� . 1. Reference [109] finds, using data from NANOGrav, fPBH < 10�23 for MPBH = 0.1M� and
fPBH < 10�6 for 0.002 < MPBH/M� < 0.4. However this calculation makes approximations which have a huge e↵ect
on the constraint on fPBH (including setting the PBH formation threshold equal to unity, and �

2 = A). There are
also tight constraints on the abundance of light, MPBH ⇠ 1013�15 g, PBHs from limits on SIGWs from LIGO [253].
Such light PBHs are expected to have evaporated by the present day, however if Hawking evaporation is not realised

Green, Kavanagh 2007.10722 (v3 December 2020)https://github.com/bradkav/PBHbounds
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Figure 6. Future femtolensing sensitivity to primordial black holes compared to other probes. In
particular, we compare our projected limits (blue dashed contours) to limits based on extragalactic
background photons (EG�) from PBH evaporation [13], from the non-destruction of white dwarfs
(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [57], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [58], and from CMB distortions due to
accretion onto PBHs [59]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [60].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10�11

M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.

is not true that photons travel from the source to the detector along one of just two discrete
paths. In fact, when the time delay becomes comparable to the inverse photon frequency
(which for point-like lenses is equivalent to the photon wave length becoming comparable
to the Schwarzschild radius of the lens), wave optics effects become non-negligible. It is
then necessary to integrate the photon amplitude over the whole lens plane. This leads to
O(1) corrections to the interference pattern at the lower end of the photon energy spectrum.
Second, while the approximation of a point-like lens works for primordial black holes, it is
not satisfied for ultra-compact mini-halos, and even less so for NFW-like structures. We
have therefore computed femtolensing effects for generic power-law density profiles, and have
explicitly shown numerical results for the self-similar infall profile with ⇢(r) / r

�9/4.
The most important correction in femtolensing of GRBs is coming from the non-negligible

size aS of the GRB source itself. In fact, we have argued that a GRB could only be treated
as point-like for the purpose of femtolensing if the photon emission region was smaller than
aS ⇠ 108 cm. And while estimates for the size of the emission region can vary by a few
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where aend is the value of the scale factor at the end of
inflation and ak is its value when the scale k equalled aH
during inflation.2 We will use Nhor to indicate N(a0H0).

To determine the number of e-foldings corresponding
to a scale measured in terms of the present Hubble scale,
we need a complete model for the history of the Uni-
verse. At least from nucleosynthesis onwards, this is now
well in place, but at earlier epochs there are consider-
able uncertainties. At this stage, we make the following
simple assumptions for the sequence of events after infla-
tion, considering possible alternatives in the next section.
We assume that inflation is followed by a period of re-
heating, during which the Universe expands as matter
dominated (this assumption is not true in all models —
see subsection II C). This then gives way to a period of
radiation domination, which according to the Standard
Cosmological Model lasts until a redshift of a few thou-
sand before giving way to matter domination, and then
finally at a redshift below one to a cosmological constant
or quintessence dominated era. We assume sudden tran-
sitions between these epochs, labelling the end of the re-
heating period by ‘reh’ and the matter–radiation equality
epoch by ‘eq’. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

We can therefore write

k

a0H0
=

akHk

a0H0
= e−N(k) aend

areh

areh

aeq

Hk

Heq

aeqHeq

a0H0
(2)

Some useful factors are (see e.g. Ref. [4])

aeqHeq

a0H0
= 219 Ω0h ; (3)

Heq = 5.25 × 106 h3 Ω2
0H0 ; (4)

H0 = 1.75 × 10−61 h mPl with h ≃ 0.7 (5)

Using the slow-roll approximation during inflation to
write H2

k ≃ 8πVk/3m2
Pl, we obtain

N(k) = − ln
k

a0H0
+

1

3
ln

ρreh

ρend
+

1

4
ln

ρeq

ρreh

+ ln

!

8πVk

3m2
Pl

1

Heq
+ ln 219Ω0h . (6)

which agrees with Refs. [4, 5] while being more precise
about the prefactor. In fact ultimately the dependence
on the matter density Ω0 will cancel out, and though a
dependence on h remains this parameter is now accu-
rately determined by observations.

2 As discussed by Liddle, Parsons and Barrow [3], it makes more
logical sense to define the amount of inflation as the ratio of aH,
rather than a. More on that later; for now we follow the standard
usage.

Inflation

Rad
iat

ion
Matter

LambdaPresent horizon scale

ln a

Reheating

lnH   /a−1

FIG. 1: A plot of ln(H−1/a) versus ln a shows the different
epochs in the e-foldings calculation. The solid curve shows the
evolution from the initial horizon crossing to the present, with
the dashed lines showing likely extrapolations into the past
and future. The condition for inflation is that ln(H−1/a) be
decreasing. Lines of constant Hubble parameter (not shown)
lie at 45 degrees (running top left to bottom right). The limit
of exponential inflation gives a line at this angle, otherwise
the inflation line is shallower. During reheating and matter
domination H−1/a ∝ a1/2, while during radiation domina-
tion H−1/a ∝ a. The recent domination by dark energy has
initiated a new era of inflation. The horizontal dotted line
indicates the present horizon scale. The number of e-foldings
of inflation is the horizontal distance between the time when
H−1/a first crosses that value and the end of inflation.

A. A plausible upper limit

The evolution of the Universe as described above is a
plausible model for its entire history. Nevertheless, there
are significant uncertainties in applying Eq. (6). Vk is
a quantity we would hope to extract from the perturba-
tions, but presently only upper limits exist, as the density
perturbation amplitude depends on a combination of the
potential and its slope, being unable to constrain either
separately. Detection of primordial gravitational waves,
which so far has not been achieved, is needed to break
this degeneracy. We do not know how prolonged the re-
heating epoch might be, which is needed to determine
ρreh, nor how much lower the energy density ρend at the
end of inflation might be as compared to Vk.

Nevertheless, we can impose a plausible maximum
on the number of e-foldings by making an assumption,
namely that there is no significant drop in energy density
during these last stages of inflation, so that Vk = ρend.
Note however that this is not the correct way to maximize
Eq. (6), a topic we return to in subsection II D, and so is
a non-trivial assumption. Having made it, the inflation
line in Figure 1 lies at 45 degrees, and we can maximize
the number of e-foldings by assuming that reheating is
instantaneous, so that ρreh = ρend. Focussing now on the
current horizon scale, this gives a maximum number of

Adapted from Liddle and Leach, 2003

Matter PBH ln 1/kPBH

Reheating

Dark energy
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In the in6ationary scenario of the early Universe the
spectrum of the primordial perturbations is determined
by the potential V(y) of the scalar field y ("inflaton").
Note that in more complicated theories it can be sev-
eral infiatons (see for example [9—14]). In the most sim-
ple theory with smooth, featureless V(y) the spectr»m
very slightly depends on scale [15—20] and cannot produce
PBH's in a large amount. The requirement that the spec-
trum increases with a decrease of scale as a power leads
to special "trigonometric" potentials [4] and also cannot
explain the large PBH production (see above and [4]).
The introduction of two or more infiatons or taking the
potential to have one break [21] may produce the bump
in the spectrum, but such a type of spectrum possesses
additional power at large scales [10,21]. Thus normal-
ized at COBE data, spectra of this type seem not to
produce a large amount of PBH's. From this discussion
it follows that the most natural way for large PBH pro-
duction to occur is to introduce the specially engineering
local feature to the infiation potential at PBH scales. Al-
though the known particle physics may not support such
features, the possible discovery of PBH's may turn the
problem around and demand the existence of such fea-
tures in any realistic particle physics. The purpose of our
paper is the following. We shall demonstrate that an in-
fiation potential V(y) leading to the formation of a great
number of PBH's must have a feature of the "plateau"-
type in some range yq & y & y2, and we shall calculate
the mass spectrum of PBH's for such a V(y).
Qualitatively the conclusion about the plateau in V(y)

follows from a well-known estimate for the spectrum of
primordial metric fiuctuations in the model of chaotic
infiation ass~+ning the friction-dominated and slow-roll
conditions, (y( « H~y( and y && V(y), respectively.
Here the overdot denotes differentiation with respect to
time, and H is the expansion rate. The power spectrum
P(k) in this case can be written as [9]

V3
P(k) k

k=aH(~)

0'
0

FIG. l. Schematic representation of the potential V(y) of
the scalar field y (infiaton). The potential has a plateau in
the range y~ ( y & yq and is of the power-law type outside
of this range. The breaks of the potential are smoothed out
in small ranges Ayq &( yq and Ayq &( yq around p~ and y2
correspondingly.

sky [21] (for a potential with one break), and Demiansky,
Ivanov, and Novikov [22] for any number of breaks. Sec.
III is devoted to the analysis of the mass spectrum of the
PBH's. In Sec. IV we discuss the possible role of the
"gas" of PBH's in the origin of the large-scale structure
of the Universe, and summarize the main conclusions.

II. SPECTRUM OF SCALAR METRIC
PERTURBATIONS IN THE INFLATIONARY
SCENARIO W'ITH A "PLATEAU" IN THE

POTENTIAL V(y)

The simple approach to the in6aton based on one
scalar field y is to specify the physics by choosing an
appropriate form for V(y) and assuming the friction-
dominated and slow-roll conditions [9]:

Iyl «»lyl, (y)'«2V(y),
where H(y) is the value of the Hubble parameter at the
moment when the Universe has the value p of the in-
fiaton field and a is the scale factor. If the potential
V(y) has a plateau in the range yq & y & y2, V(y) =
const and BV/By ~ 0, then the spectral amplitude P(k)
is strongly increased [see the formula (1)]. Outside the
range yq & y & y2, V(y) has a standard (for example
a power law) shape. In the range k « k2 and k )) kq,
where k; = a(y;)H(y;), the corresponding P(k) has also
a standard shape [for example it can be the Harrison-
Zeldovich spectr»~ P(k) = A2k, with A = 5 x 10 s].
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II

the mo+Rcation of the in8aton scenario with the plateau-
type peculiarity in V(y) is discussed, and we calculate the
distortion of the spectr»m of the primordial metric Buc-
tuations due to this peculiarity. For simplicity we shall
use the simple approximation with two breaks for poten-
tial form (see Fig. 1). The spectrum of adiabatic pertur-
bations in such type theories was calculated by Starobin-

where H = a/a; a(t) is the scale factor. In this regime
Fourier components of the scalar metric perturbations
are b-correlated random values with a Gaussian distribu-
tion.
Our task is to increase the spectral amplitude in some

range k2 ( k ( kq, where k is a wave number, without
changing the standard spectrum of perturbations outside
this range. We propose to introduce the potential V(y) of
the inaaton p, which is depicted in Fig. 1. This potential
has a plateau in the range yq & y ( y2 and is a power-
law type outside of this range.
There are two breaks of the potential at p = yq and

y = y2. We suppose that these breaks are smoothed out
in small ranges Ayg &( pg and Ap2 (& (p2 around yg and
y2 correspondingly (see Fig. 1).
The conditions (2) are violated in these ranges.

Starobinsky has pointed out [10] that this violation re-
sults is a nonmonotonic spectrum of perturbations. In
the vicinities of breaks of the potential V(y), but outside
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We discuss the hypothesis that a large (or even a major) fraction of dark matter in the Universe
consists of primordial black holes (PBH's). PBH's may arise &om adiabatic quantum Suctuations
appearing during inSation. We demonstrate that the inSation potential V(rp) leading to the for-
mation of a great number of PBH's should have a feature of the "plateau"-type in some range
y~ & y g yq of the inaation Beld y. The mass spectrum of PBH's for such a potential is calculated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of dark matter (DM) in the Universe is one
of the greatest puzzles of modern cosmology. The DM
may consist of baryons, weakly interacting massive exotic
particles predicted by grand»nified theory (GUT), pri-
mordial black holes, or some combination of these species.
In this paper we shall consider the hypothesis that the

DM consists mainly of primordial black holes (PBH's).
(The earlier works on PBH's are [1,2] see also [3] and [4].)
Recently the possible discovery of microlensing of stars

in the Large Magellanic Cloud by massive compact halo
objects (MACHO's) with probable masses 0.1 solar
mass was reported [5,6]. It was supposed (among other
possibilities) that such objects might be black holes. We
would like to emphasize that black holes with masses
of the order of 0.1MD can only be of primordial origin.
Thus, this discovery gives additional ar@|~ents for con-
sidering the possibility of the PBH nature of DM.
Let us consider the conditions for PBH formation in

the early Universe. The simple estimates (see, for exam-
ple, [4,7]) show that for the formation of PBH's with a
total mass density close to the critical one (OpsH = 1),
and with a mass MpgH around 0.1MG one needs a
rms amplitude h, ,(0.1Mo) of the Gaussian distribu-
tion of the scalar metric auctuations of the order of
h;" (0.1M~) 0.06. This estimate depends on OpsH and
MpBH only logarit&rnically. For example, h;"~ = 0.04 at
10 g and her't = 0.08 at 10 Mo. On the other hand, the

Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) measurements of
the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background ra-
diation and other satellite, balloon, and ground-based
radio telescope measurements, and also deep surveys of
galaxy distributions, strongly indicate that on scales of
galaxies and greater scales (up to the horizon scale) the
amplitude of b,~, was significantly less, probably around
10 -5 x 10
It is worth noting that COBE data are compatible

with a power spectral' of the adiabatic perturbations
P(k) oc k" with n = 1.15+a'ss (see [8]). This means
that a direct extrapolation of the COBE data to smaller
scales even with the maximal possible value n 1.6, can
give b, , great enough for the formation of an essential
nnmber of black holes only for MpsH less than 10 g
[4]. However, such small PBH's would have evaporated a
long time ago and could not contribute to DM [1].~ No-
tice that if we believe that the main part of a PBH has
some specific mass M„ then the spectrum of the primor-
dial fiuctuations must have a decrease or a cutoff from
the side of smaller mass at MpsH M, .
Thus, for the hypothesis of PBH DM one needs the fol-

lowing behaviors of the spectrum of the primordial scalar
metric perturbations. The rms amplitude must be the or-
der of 10 at large scales, must increase by a factor 104
at the scales corresponding to the masses of the PBH,
and must decrease at smaller scales.

Permanent address.

Note that if one supposes that evaporating PBH's leave
stable Planck mass relics, these relics could contribute to DM
and constrain the spectrum [32], but we shall not discuss this
possibility helot.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the kind of inflationary potential required to fit the CMB data,
produce PBHs and reheat the Universe after inflation.

that is approximately given by4

As =
1

24⇡2M2
P

V

✏V
, where ✏V =

M
2
P

2

✓
V

0

V

◆2

, (1.2)

V and V
0 are the inflationary potential and its first derivative and MP = 1/

p
8⇡G = 2.8435 ⇥

1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. Therefore, the mass of the PBHs is determined by the
dynamics of the Universe during inflation and can be linked to the number of e-folds of expansion
elapsed since the largest observable distance today became equal to H�1 during inflation.

The CMB constrains As to be of the order of 10�9 at those scales, whereas the values required
for creating PBHs are much larger, typically As ⇠ 10�3–10�2. If we assume that the potential
V is nearly constant during inflation (which is indeed the case in standard slow-roll, leading to a
quasi-de Sitter universe), the expression (1.2) tells that the required enhancement of As may be
achieved by significantly reducing the value of the slow-roll parameter ✏V . Since this parameter
quantifies the flatness of the potential, PBHs are produced provided that the rolling field encounters
a sufficiently flat region of the potential during the course of inflation, which generates a peak in
the spectrum of primordial fluctuations. To the best of our knowledge, this idea was first proposed
in [35], where it was pointed out that a single-field inflationary potential that produces a PBH
population capable of accounting for the DM must feature a near-inflection point.

A renormalizable potential that can have an inflection point is (see e.g. [36, 37]):

V (�) = a2 �
2 + a3 �

3 + a4 �
4
, (1.3)

where the ai can be considered constant. This potential vanishes at its absolute minimum in � = 0,
in agreement with the fact that the current cosmological constant is negligible in comparison with

4We will later show that this approximation cannot be safely used in the cases of interest, and we will indeed
require a more accurate expression. However, it is sufficient to illustrate well the point we want to convey now.
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FIG. 3: Left panel: Inflaton velocity (solid red, units given on the left-side y-axis) as a function of the (canonically normalized) inflaton
field value (bottom x-axis). Physical potential (dashed blue, units given on the right-side y-axis) as a function of the (canonically
normalized) inflaton field value. Right panel: Power spectrum of comoving curvature perturbations as a function of the comoving
scale k. We show the result obtained by solving numerically the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (solid black) and the approximation
given by eq. (9) (dashed red).

least from 50 to 60 e-folds of inflation are needed between the time that the largest observable scale, k ⇠ 0.001Mpc�1

exited theHubble horizon and the time at which inflation ended. In the numerical solution explored in this section, we
count�N0.001

e
' 55.4 e-folds. When the inflaton draws near the approximate stationary inflection point, its velocity

suddenly decreases almost to zero. The inflaton almost stops close to the approximate stationary inflection point of
the potential but it has just enough inertia to overcome the barrier. This part of the dynamics is called ultra-slow roll
(USR) phase [36]. It corresponds to the vertical region shaded in pink, which lasts for approximately�NUSR ' 2.45
e-folds. The USR phase is formally defined by the condition ⌘H > 3 on the Hubble parameter ⌘H defined by

✏H ⌘ �
Ḣ

H2
=

1

2

✓
dh

dNe

◆2

, ⌘H ⌘ �
Ḧ

2HḢ
= ✏H �

1

2

d log ✏H
dNe

. (8)

It is also possible to introduce the so-called Hubble-flow parameters defined (for i > 1) by ✏i ⌘ ✏̇i�1/(H✏i�1), with the
first parameter of the series given by ✏0 ⌘ 1/H . In this case we have ✏1 = ✏H and ✏2 = 2✏H � 2⌘H , and, alternatively,
the USR phase can be identified with the region where ✏2 < �6.
Thepresenceof theUSRphaseboosts significantly thepower spectrumof comoving curvatureperturbations,PR(k).

At the linear order in the Hubble parameters (in the slow-roll approximation), we have

PR(k) =
H2

8⇡2✏H

✓
k

aH

◆�4✏H+2⌘H

= As

✓
k

aH

◆ns�1

, (9)

with spectral index ns = 1 � 4✏H + 2⌘H and amplitude As = H2/8⇡2✏H . Although these expressions are only ap-
proximate, they indicate that when the inflaton almost stops at the approximate stationary inflection point (where it
accumulates almost 5 e-folds and we have ✏H / (dh/dNe)

2
' 0) a sudden increase of PR(k) / 1/✏H occurs. This

happens for comoving scales of order k ⇠ 10
14 Mpc�1. As it is well known, eq. (9) is not enough to fully describe the

power spectrum at small scales in the presence of an USR phase [12, 37–39]. To account accurately for the dynamics,
we solve numerically, for each mode k, the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation in Fourier space

d2uk

dN2
e

+ (1� ✏H)
duk

dNe

+


k2

a2H2
+ (1 + ✏H � ⌘H)(⌘H � 2)�

d

dNe

(✏H � ⌘H)

�
uk = 0 , (10)

where uk is related to the gauge-invariant comoving curvature perturbation R by means of the relation (in position
space)R = �u/z, with z = a(dh/dNe). We impose standard Bunch-Davies initial conditions. The power spectrum of
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FIG. 1: Color code in this figure as in the rest of the paper. Colored regions with solid/dashed boundaries: signals. Gray region without
boundary and central dot-dashed line: stochastic gravitational wave background from binary black holes and binary neutron stars
with its uncertainty. Colored regions with dotted boundaries: projected experimental/observational sensitivities. Colored regions with
solid boundaries and diagonal meshes: existing bounds. Left panel: Fractional abundance of PBHs with respect to the dark matter
abundance as a function of the PBHmass for the parameter values discussed in the text, with and without higher-dimensional oper-
ators (HDO). Right panel: Fraction of the energy density in gravitational waves relative to the critical energy density of the Universe as
a function of the frequency (again, without and with HDO).

ref. [23]). The region shaded in pink with dashed boundary refers to a projected sensitivity of femto-lensing searches
assuming 20 suitable gamma-ray burst events [2].
As we shall discuss in section III, all the inflationary solutions that are capable of producing a sizable fraction of the

dark matter in the form of PBHs obtained by means of the potential in eq. (1) are characterized by a spectral index at
CMB scales ns . 0.95. At face value, this number is slightly smaller compared to what is preferred by cosmological
measurements, namely ns ' 0.96, thus creating a 3� tension with the latest Planck constraints [24]. As it was already
pointed out in [12], and as we shall argue in more detail in section III, this is not necessarily enough to rule out our
solutions but it might be the indication (assuming the correctness of eq. (1)) of some non-standard cosmology beyond
the base ⇤CDMmodel. However, having a 3� tension may be unsettling, and invoking a non-standard cosmological
setup may not be the most appealing solution. For this reason, we will discuss in section IV a simple –and arguably
natural– way of circumventing the aforementioned ns tension. The latter is based on just a slight deformation of the
potential in eq. (1), by including higher-dimensional operators (HDO) of the form

V (�) = a2�
2
+ a3�

3
+ a4�

4
+

X

n>5

an�
n . (2)

We shall argue that a natural organization of the series of HDO leads to good inflationary solutions with a value of the
spectral index in perfect agreement with Planck data. In fact, a single five-dimensional operator with a naturally small
coefficient and negligible higher-order terms is sufficient. We show the abundance of PBHs generated by one of these
solutions in the left panel of fig. 1 (region shaded in cyan with dashed boundary). In this case we find that having 100%
of dark matter in the form of PBHs is in excellent agreement with CMB observations. It is also worth noticing that this
population of PBHs satisfies the bound discussed in refs. [20, 21] based on the observation of the 511 keV gamma-ray
line from positrons in the Galactic center, which is stronger than the Hawking evaporation bound obtained using the
isotropic gamma-ray background.
We also discuss gravitational wave signatures. In the right panel of fig. 1 –where we plot the gravitational wave en-

ergy density in units of the critical energy density as a function of frequency– we show the gravitational wave signal
that comoving curvature perturbations generate as a second-order effect [25–27]. We superimpose the signal (region
shaded in green with solid boundary for the quartic example in the left panel) on the expected sensitivity curves of
the future gravitational wave detectors LISA (assuming the C1 configuration, see ref. [28]), DECIGO [29] and MAGIS-
100 [30] (shaded regions with dashed boundaries, see caption for details). We find that the signal could be detected by
LISA and DECIGO, and it stands out over the stochastic gravitational wave background from binary black holes (BBH)
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FIG. 1: Color code in this figure as in the rest of the paper. Colored regions with solid/dashed boundaries: signals. Gray region without
boundary and central dot-dashed line: stochastic gravitational wave background from binary black holes and binary neutron stars
with its uncertainty. Colored regions with dotted boundaries: projected experimental/observational sensitivities. Colored regions with
solid boundaries and diagonal meshes: existing bounds. Left panel: Fractional abundance of PBHs with respect to the dark matter
abundance as a function of the PBHmass for the parameter values discussed in the text, with and without higher-dimensional oper-
ators (HDO). Right panel: Fraction of the energy density in gravitational waves relative to the critical energy density of the Universe as
a function of the frequency (again, without and with HDO).

ref. [23]). The region shaded in pink with dashed boundary refers to a projected sensitivity of femto-lensing searches
assuming 20 suitable gamma-ray burst events [2].
As we shall discuss in section III, all the inflationary solutions that are capable of producing a sizable fraction of the

dark matter in the form of PBHs obtained by means of the potential in eq. (1) are characterized by a spectral index at
CMB scales ns . 0.95. At face value, this number is slightly smaller compared to what is preferred by cosmological
measurements, namely ns ' 0.96, thus creating a 3� tension with the latest Planck constraints [24]. As it was already
pointed out in [12], and as we shall argue in more detail in section III, this is not necessarily enough to rule out our
solutions but it might be the indication (assuming the correctness of eq. (1)) of some non-standard cosmology beyond
the base ⇤CDMmodel. However, having a 3� tension may be unsettling, and invoking a non-standard cosmological
setup may not be the most appealing solution. For this reason, we will discuss in section IV a simple –and arguably
natural– way of circumventing the aforementioned ns tension. The latter is based on just a slight deformation of the
potential in eq. (1), by including higher-dimensional operators (HDO) of the form
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+
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We shall argue that a natural organization of the series of HDO leads to good inflationary solutions with a value of the
spectral index in perfect agreement with Planck data. In fact, a single five-dimensional operator with a naturally small
coefficient and negligible higher-order terms is sufficient. We show the abundance of PBHs generated by one of these
solutions in the left panel of fig. 1 (region shaded in cyan with dashed boundary). In this case we find that having 100%
of dark matter in the form of PBHs is in excellent agreement with CMB observations. It is also worth noticing that this
population of PBHs satisfies the bound discussed in refs. [20, 21] based on the observation of the 511 keV gamma-ray
line from positrons in the Galactic center, which is stronger than the Hawking evaporation bound obtained using the
isotropic gamma-ray background.
We also discuss gravitational wave signatures. In the right panel of fig. 1 –where we plot the gravitational wave en-

ergy density in units of the critical energy density as a function of frequency– we show the gravitational wave signal
that comoving curvature perturbations generate as a second-order effect [25–27]. We superimpose the signal (region
shaded in green with solid boundary for the quartic example in the left panel) on the expected sensitivity curves of
the future gravitational wave detectors LISA (assuming the C1 configuration, see ref. [28]), DECIGO [29] and MAGIS-
100 [30] (shaded regions with dashed boundaries, see caption for details). We find that the signal could be detected by
LISA and DECIGO, and it stands out over the stochastic gravitational wave background from binary black holes (BBH)
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Fraction of theUniverse’smass in PBHs at their formation time as a function of the PBHmass. The bounds are taken
from ref. [14]. Right panel. Fraction of the energy density in gravitational waves relative to the critical energy density of the Universe
as a function of the frequency. The inflationary solution shown in this plot provides a good fit to all cosmological observables at CMB
scales and can be obtained either with the quartic polynomial potential or with its generalization that includes HDO. In the first case,
the solution is characterized by a spectral index ns ' 0.955 while in the second case we find ns ' 0.965, the latter in full agreement
with the central value indicated by Planck data.

and binary neutron stars (BNS), which has been computed following ref. [31].
The position of the peak amplitude of the power spectrum of curvature perturbations, the peak height in the PBH

mass distribution and the frequency of the peak of the gravitational wave signal are related by:
✓
MPBH

1017 g

◆�1/2

'
k

2 · 1014 Mpc
�1

'
f

0.3Hz
. (3)

A peak in the power spectrum of curvature perturbations at k ' 2 · 10
16 Mpc�1 generates a gravitational wave signal

with frequency f ' 30 Hz. This is an interesting frequency for the ground-based Advanced LIGO-Virgo detector net-
work, which already placed important limits on the energy density in gravitational waves by combining data from the
first (O1) and second (O2) observing runs [32] (region shaded in yellow with diagonal meshes and solid boundary in
fig. 1; we also show the design sensitivity with dashed boundary). A gravitational wave signal at frequency f ' 30 Hz
would correspond to PBHs withmassMPBH ' 10

13 g. These PBHs cannot constitute the observed abundance of dark
matter since they would have completely evaporated through the emission of Hawking radiation from their formation
to the present day. Nevertheless, a population of PBHswithmass aroundMPBH ' 10

13 g, although extinct today, is still
subject to experimental constraints associated with the effects of their evaporation on big bang nucleosynthesis [14].
In the left panel of fig. 2we consider the case inwhich the PBHmass distribution peaks atMPBH ' 10

13 g. We show the
corresponding bounds in terms of the quantity �(MPBH)which is related to the fraction of theUniverse’smass in PBHs
at their formation time (see ref. [14] for details). In the right panel of fig. 2 we show the corresponding second-order
gravitational wave signal. In agreement with the scaling of eq. (3), the frequency of the peak is around f ' 30Hz. This
signal can be an appealing target for the updated Advanced LIGO sensitivity, as shown in fig. 2, where we superimpose
on the signal the bound obtained by combining the first and second observing runs [32] (region shaded in yellow with
diagonal meshes) and the design sensitivity curve (region shaded in brown with dotted boundary) [33]. To make con-
tact with the analysis in ref. [32], we have used the explicit valueH0 = 67.9 km s�1Mpc�1 for the present day Hubble
expansion rate. To fully establish the relevance of the proposed signal, it is important –if not crucial– to understand
to what extent it can be distinguished from the expected astrophysical stochastic gravitational wave background from
coalescing (astrophysical) binary black holes (BBH) and binary neutron stars (BNS). A comprehensive analysis of this
issue is left for future work. In the present note, we just compare the signal with the prediction of the astrophysical
stochastic BBH+BNS background. The latter is shown in the right panel of fig. 2 with a purple dashed line together with
a gray band that represents the statistical Poisson uncertainty in the local binary merger rate [32, 34]. As this graphical
comparison suggests, we may expect to be able to detect these signals, because the stochastic background from light
PBHs (if present) lies well above the astrophysical one.
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where X = �@µ�@µ�/2. At the quadratic level and focusing on just two spatial derivatives acting
on R, these are the models contained in the EFT of inflation. As we already mentioned in the
Introduction, the evolution of cs on time may generate PBHs, provided that the spectrum of R is
sufficiently enhanced; see e.g. [31, 40].

A necessary condition for a time-varying M is a non-minimal coupling between the inflaton and
the Riemann tensor, Rµ⌫ . However, not any coupling between the two is sufficient to have Ṁ 6= 0.
In particular, a coupling of the form K(�)R can be recast (in the absence of other fields) into a
redefinition of the scalar field potential V (�). On the other hand, a coupling such as K(X)R does
in general lead to Ṁ 6= 0, but at the expense of introducing an Ostrogradsky ghost. The latter can
be avoided provided that this type of coupling appears with an appropriately weighted combination
of higher derivative terms of �, see e.g. [42,43]. The general class of models constructed in this way
that have second order equations of motion (and thus are free of instabilities at the classical level)
is called after G. W. Horndeski, who described them for the first time in 1974 [42]. This class of
models contains examples for which an effective M(t) cannot be removed by any (conformal or
disformal) field redefinition. In [44] one such model was already proposed for PBH generation.

All the examples we have mentioned so far are single-field models, but the action (3.1) can
also capture the dynamics of primordial fluctuations for other models, e.g. some multi-field cases
with distinctly heavy (and thus negligible) isocurvature perturbations and, also, some models with
massive vector fields []. Although, as we have seen, (3.1) applies for a wide variety of models, we
can also entertain the possibility of going beyond it. First, we can consider including a mass term:

S =

Z
dt d3xM2

a3✏

c2s


Ṙ2 � c2s

a2
|~rR|2 �m2R2

�
. (3.2) {Eq:quadraticgeneral2}{Eq:quadraticgeneral2}

where m is a function of t. In Fourier space, the equation of motion for R becomes

R̈+ (3� 2 s+ ⌘ + µ)HṘ+

✓
c2s
a2

k2 +m2

◆
R = 0 , (3.3) {massiveR}{massiveR}

where we define s = ċs/(csH), ⌘ = ✏̇/(✏H) and µ = (M2)·/(M2H). The comoving curvature
perturbation R does not have a conserved mode for csk ⌧ aH unless m ⌧ H. As we will see
in Section 6, the equation for R in solid inflation [47, 48] is of the form (3.3), with m ⇠ O(✏)H
being slow-roll suppressed. In this case, in addition R and ⇣ –which we defined in (2.22)– are not
equal to each other for small k and therefore this model is outside the real of those with a single
independent scalar perturbation. It is worth mentioning as well that the non-conservation of R
in the small k limit also occurs, for instance, in multi-field models with a non-negligible entropy
perturbation that originates in a curved trajectory in field space [59].

Another possibility that goes beyond (3.1) consists in including higher order derivative terms
in the quadratic action for R. As we already mentioned earlier, this generically introduces a
ghost degree of freedom. This can be acceptable in the context of an EFT, as it is the case in
the so-called ghost condensate [60], which we will briefly discuss in Section 4. Cases like this one
can be dealt with, to some extent, changing the dispersion relation for the Fourier modes of R,
including a momentum dependence on cs. For instance, in the ghost condensate cs ⇠ k2 in the
regime of validity of the EFT.

In order to simplify our analysis, we will focus in this section on the action (3.1), with cs
and M2 being functions of time only. As we have just summarized this corresponds to the vast
majority of the single-field models of inflation found in the literature. Let us then discuss how
the functions ✏, cs and M2 can give rise to the generation of PBHs. It is useful to introduce a
rescaled time variable ⌧̃ that generalizes the usual conformal time ⌧ as follows:

d⌧̃ = cs d⌧ =
cs
a
dt. (3.4)
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Interesting directions:

1. How to test the above window? 

2. Phenomenology of PBH formation

3. Implications for other BSM problems


